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Imagination and Knight-Errantry in Don Quixote 
Anna Davis 

We become acquainted with Don Quixote through the narrator of this true 
history who first describes Don Quixote as a voracious reader of books about 
chivalry. Finally we are told he "became so immersed in his reading that he 
spent whole nights from sundown to sunup and his days from dawn to dusk in 
pouring over his books, until, finally, from so 1 ittle sleeping and so much 
reading, his brain dried up and he went completely out of his mind. He had 
fi 11 ed his imagination with everything that he had read ••• and as a result had 
come to believe that all these fictitious hafpenings were true; they were more 
real to him than anything else in the world~ We are led to believe that these 
are the adventures of a madman - and so they seem when we find him, for 
instance, engaging in a fierce combat with great skins of red wine. As he 
emerges from each absurd adventure, sometimes victorious, but mostly in defeat, 
we can not help but laugh along with the people he meets. He is easily made to 
look ridiculous by everyone he encounters whether by means of a practical joke 
or a criticism of knight errantry. Don Quixote's apparent madness lends an 
unfair advantage to his antagonists; for although most derive nothing but 
amusement from the knight, Don Quixote sees no humor in his profession. The 
more seriously he takes himself, the more we laugh. 

Our 1 aughter, however, for the most part is brief and it puzzles us. Why 
do we not feel comfortable ridiculing him? Is it because we see, even if only 
for a moment, a nobility and virtue in his actions that awaken us from our 
dogmatic slumbers? Too often in the course of his adventures the truth of his 
words and the righteousness in hfs deeds make us blush to think that we once 
laughed at his folly. Before we pass the final judgement upon his madness, let 
us examine those words and deeds in the hope of discovering the secret contained 
in his "imaginary" world of knight-errantry. 

Don Quixote embodies the g 1 ory of the Go 1 den Age, that happy century "to 
which the ancients gave the name of golden ••• because those who 1 i ved in that 
time did not know the meaning of the words 'thine' and 'mine•. 112 More than 
this, however, he longs to share ·with the world the wealth contained in the 
virtues which the Golden Age exemplifies. Thus his sojourn becomes meaningful 
each time he encounters in this world men who have long forgotten even the 
simplest amenities of life. It is not surprising that those men Quixote meets 
have no interest in remembering the lessons he offers them, for his way of life 
demands sacrifice and courage to pursue virtue, at a time when vice volunteers 
an easy gain. Everywhere Quixote is met with resistance. But he faces this 
resistance and overcomes it within himself, not by physical force, but by 
believing that his intervention can change the hearts of men. As he explains to 
Andres after freeing him from his cruel master, "it is sufficient for me to 
command and he out of respect wi 11 obey ••• He has sworn to me ••• Every man is the 
son of his works."3 Is it madness to put such faith in one's fellow man? Or 
does Quixote's faith remind us that this Iron Age of ours would dissolve if such 
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faith were often in vain? It would be a sad misfortune indeed if it were not 
the 1 atter, for faith in the goodness found in the heart of man is perhaps the 
first step toward destroying the barrier that "thine" and "mine" erects between 
men. 

Though Quixote fails Andres, our author leads us to believe that the 
knight's faith has made an indelible impression on the prostitutes at the in~ 
By mistaking them for Ladies of the Castle, he helps them to see their own self 
worth. They, in return, promise to adopt the title of Dona. This smal 1, but 
meaningful, transformation has been wrought through Quixote's imagination. The 
world he has created does not allow for prosititutes or men who would renege on 
a promise. Such characteristics are products of an Age which emphasizes material 
wealth, rather than virtuous action. Though Quixote's imagination demands a 
great deal, he presents his faith as a gift of love to those who choose to 
participate in it, so that life can become a little less wretched. 

Sancho, more than anyone else, shares in Don Quixote's imagination and is 
transformed by it. Simple in the way that a child is simple, Sancho is innocent 
and unadorned. His reason requires no proof from the knight. He fol lows his 
master with the undaunted faith that Don Quixote will deliver the fortunes he 
has promised. If Quixote were simply a madman, he could never inspire in a man 
like Sancho the faith to leave home and family in order to wander the 
countryside in search of adventures. The lure of riches alone, however, fails 
to explain the depth of Sancho's conviction. As Sancho himself learns as 
governor, happiness is not synonymous with material wealth. This knowledge 
comes as a revel at ion to Sancho and with it brings consolation in his 1 ot in 
life. As he leaves the island he embraces his grey saying, "Come, comrade and 
friend, partner in all my troubles and hardships. When I was with you, I had no 
other care than that of mending your harness and feeding that little carcass of 
yours. Those for me were the happy hours, days, and years: but since leaving 
you and mounting the towers of ambition and pride, a thousand troubles a 
thousand torments, and four thousand worries have entered my soul." 4 Sancho has 
not reached this conclusion by himself. Only through his association with Don 
Quixote is this contentment possible. In the moment Sancho discovers that which 
is truly important in his life, he sets off to resume his place at his master's 
side - his devotion now steadfast. 

We have seen that the enlightment which Sancho and the prostitutes 
experience is accomplished through the imagination of Quixote. But it takes 
more than imagination alone to work miracles of this sort. Without an 
invincible faith in his own ability to transform the lives of those he 
encounters, Quixote's imagination is incapable of conveying the virtues of the 
Golden Age to this Age of Iron. It is his fa1th which gives his imagination 
vitality. In a world determined to defeat him, it is his spiritual strength 
that calls upon him to rise from each beating. 

Let us, then, examine Quixote in an adventure which requires him to draw 
heavily on these faculties. He enters the Sierra Morena to escape the dreaded 
Holy Brotherhood. But the mountain provides Quixote with much more than a 
hiding place. His faith is displayed in al 1 its splendor high on the Sierra 
Morena cliffs where there are no damsels to rescue, no rogues to prosecute, and 
no one but Sancho to witness it. 

Quixote's penance, 
perspective to Don Quixote. 

in "imitation of Beltenebros", lends us a new 
Throughout his previous adventures he has been only 
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a knight. He has told us of the cruelty which men exhibit and has shown us that 
"prudence, valor, endurance, firmness of will, and loving devotion"5 are the 
symbols of the Golden Age. Enchantment and dragons only oppose the hearts and 
minds of men who dare step beyond the bounds of appearance. When a flock of 
sheep can be transformed into an army, one must summon all one's courage in 
order to defeat such an enemy in single-handed combat. Would those who scuff at 
the knight have gathered such courage and firmness of will to fight for 
anything? Perhaps they are just sheep, but as he charges into battle it is a 
real army Don Quixote opposes. 

The isolation of the Sierra Morena, however, transforms him into a love~ 
He has fought long enough for love and the honors of chivalry: it is now time to 
set his sword aside and declare to all of nature his love for Dulcinea and the 
virtues she possesses. Only in this way will he become worthy of his love for 
her. Dulcinea embodies all the womanly virtues. As the Princess of al 1 
princesses, al 1 women should strive to become like her, although the attainment 
of such perfection always remains impossible. 

If, Don Quixote is the greatest knight- errant who ever lived, we may find 
ou rse l ~es, l i ke s.ancho, wondering why he must perform such a di ff i cult penance. 
Don Quixote explain~ "What thanks does a knight deserve for going mad when he 
has good c~use? The thing is to go out of my head without any occasion for it, 
thus letting my lady see, if I do this for her in the dry, what I would do in 
the wet." 6 Though he sends Sancho to Dulcinea for her appraisal of his master's 
wor~hiness, t~is r~tual ~oes .not so much express his faithfulness or constancy, 
as it proclaims his belief in what she is and what she stands for. To the man 
who sees prostitutes instead of ladies, sheep instead of armies, Dulcinea is 
only Aldonza Lorenzo. To Don Quixote and those like him who possess the gift of 
freedom from appearances, by disregarding them as the deceit of a wicked 
enchanter, the peasant woman Aldonza Lorenzo ceases to exist. His faith 
elevates her to an almost divine stature; he considers her the embodiment of all 
he loves and finds meaningful in the world. The fact that some uninspired men 
se? only a flesh-and - bl?od.peasant becomes almost trivial in light of Don 
Quixot&s love. ~And soi~ is enough for me to think and believe that the good 
Aldonza Lorenzo is beautiful and modest ••• I am content to imagine that what I 
say is so and that she is neither more nor less than I picture her and would 
have her be, in comeliness and in high estate~ 7 Quixote has captured the very 
essence of his imagination with this statement. Nothing must remain as it 
appea r s to be under the influence of his imagination, for no l anger is man 
enveloped in a world where souls and substances are restricted by their 
appearance. In the Iron Age, the world has become stagnant; men have fooled 
themselves into believing that a· barber's basin is forever bound to be merely a 
barber's.basin. But Quixo~e demonstrates that through imagination we can purge 
~ur.vision of the haze which prevents us from beholding the potential locked 
inside every man and object. His imagination, and ours if we choose to believe, 
~rea~es a world from mundane matter where new challenges and never-before
imagined adventures demand an heroic sense of duty and courage. 

Quixote's imagination conjures up thirty "lawless giants" where most men 
would have seen only windmills. There is no escape from the battlefield upon 
which he finds himself. Though he knows a fatal blow could await him, he 
bravely commends himself to his lady and attacks. The giants take on a life of 
their own under his assault, taunting him by flapping their wings. He and 
Rocinante are hurled to the ground by the initial blow, but this setback 
signifies nothing more than the fortunes of war for Quixote. He has behaved 
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admirably in the true spirit of knight-errantry, for facing such an awesome 
enemy is a noble endeavor, when its purpose is to combat si~ "In confronting 
giants, it is the sin of pride that we slay, even as we combat envy with 
generosity and goodness of heart." 8 To subdue a giant is to rob him of all 
reason to consider himself as above other men. But more importantly, Quixote 
has shown us that the battle begins within ourselves. Our own fear presents the 
most formidable enemy; if we can conquer that, a giant seems inconsequential. 
Even defeat, when delivered by a giant, is honorable. 

But let us return to Aldonza Lorenzo. She, too, is liberated by Quixote's 
imagination, for she is no longer limited by her cumbersome station in life or 
the p 1 a in, earthy f ea tu res of a fie 1 d-hand. Don Quixote a 1 one has found the 
beauty in her heart and bestows on her the greatness she deserves by displaying 
it before the world. 

It is an ironic twist that Sancho, a peasant, is able to see through 
Quixote's eyes the truth about Aldonza Lorenzo. Like a teacher to his student, 
Quixote has made Sancho understand the necessity and beauty in his master's 
penance. Profoundly impressed by the letter to Dulcinea, Sancho revels in the 
pride he feels toward Quixote and expresses his love for him when he nearly 
weeps at the prospect of his master enduring such pain. What else but the 
intensity of Quixote's imagination could elicit such heartfelt emotion from 
Sancho? It is more than the promise of three ass-colts that persuades Sancho to 
journey alone to El Toboso. He who is assaulted by fears "with a thousand 
different kinds of starts and visions"9 every time he leaves his master's side 
must also believe 1n the nobility of Quixote's deeds. 

Sancho, however, is rare among men. As Quixote returns to his home after 
the first expedition to the inn, he attempts to teach the same 1 esson to the 
silk merchants of Toledo. He challenges these would-be knight-errants to go no 
further until they confess that Dulcinea is the most beautiful damsel in the 
world. Without the power of faith, the silk merchants are incapable of 
believing what Don Quixote has told them is true. They regard the whole affair 
as they would a stubborn shopkeeper haggling over a bolt of expensive fabric. 
They would rather 1 ie about Dulcinea's beauty after seeing her picture than 
humiliate themselves on the chance that she is not as beautiful as the knight 
has said she is. But it is clear that her beauty is irrelevant. "If I were to 
show her to you, what merit would there be in your confessing a truth so self
evident? The important thing is for you, without seeing her to believe, 
confess, affirm, swear, and defend that truth." l OFaith is to believe without 
knowledge. 

By not allowing the silk merchants to document the affirmation of 
Du,.cinea's beauty, Quixote compels them to admit the existence of things in the 
world more important than money. The silk merchants, of course, do not believe 
t.his. Their imaginations extend no further than to envision how many real es 
each handsome piece of silk can br ing. They measure wealth by luxury. When Don 
Quixote confronts them with a woman endowed with the riches of modesty and 
nobility that will buy them nothing, the merchants find it impossible to 
recogn 1 ze these virtues. It is the curse of the Iron Age that these men have 
accustomed themselves to looking no further than this for happiness. When a man 
is incapable of acknowledging even the possibility of such beauty in a woman he 
has never seen, how w i 11 he ever be ab 1 e to believe in the goodness of an age 
which knew not "thine" and "mine"? 
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The silk merchants do not dare to oppose Quixote in an ideological battle, 
for thi s might place their beliefs in far too precarious a position. They wil 1 
not tolerate anyone who might force them to re- evaluate their first principles. 
Instead, they choose to ridicule and reject with violence Don Quixote's 
challenge. ~hough our kni~ht_ fights valiantly, the silk merchants are stronger. 
They leave him beaten, sati s fied that they have rid themselves of this nuisance. 
But rather than giving up in the face of utter defeat, Don Quixote reinforces 
his bel_iefs by recalling and reliving the tales of knight- errantry. His is the 
true victory, for though some people will never change, he will continue to 
believe in his profession and to pass it on t o those who wil 1 listen. His faith 
has been tested on this battlefield and has emerged intact. It is true that his 
b~uises ~revent him from r~sing, but his spirit delivers a devastating blow to 
his e nemies when he exclaims to his neighbor, Pedro Alonso , "I know who I am. " 
All of his beliefs have come into question, and yet he remains secure enough- in 
his convictions to declare that he is proud to be what he is. Quixote's faith 
i~ knight- errantry and in his own strength to transform the world gives him the 
right to say "I know who I am." something which the silk merchants could never 
declare. It is heaven's wi 11 that cal 1 s him to mount Rocinante and it is a 
voice that only he can hear which nurtures his poetic vision. The rest of the 
world is deaf to these whisperings; Quixote must try to make it hear them. 
Perhaps Quixote's true nobi 1 ity arises here; though he knows the essence this 
heart and can perceive beyond mere appearance, the world still sees in him only 
the lunacy of a madman. 

Nor does his faith appear to weaken in the adventures that fol low, for we 
can detect no decline in the intensity of his faith when he meets the galley 
slaves. As he questions them about the crimes they have committed, Don Quixote 
has no doubts as to who he is or in what his duty as a knight consists. He 
piti~s them _and judg_es their punishment too harsh. The King's justice means 
nothing to him, for "it does not appear to me to be just to make slaves of those 
whom God created as free men ••• Up there, each of us wi 11 have to answer for his 
o~n sins~" It .is an odd t~rn of events that brings Quixote, whom we usu a lly 
fin~ trying to impose his wil 1 on whatever affords him an opportunity, acting as 
a liberator of men who have become slaves to the will of the Law. But because 
the slaves are taken in chains against their will, Quixote feels compelled to 
defend them. He reasons that this is the just and noble thing to do since it is 
his "knightly vow to favor the needy and aid those who are oppressed by the 
powerfu 1." 

!n return for saving the galley slaves' lives, Quixote asks but one thing: 
Dulcinea must know of her knight's courage and valor from the lips of the 
re:cued unfortunates. Un l i ke the silk merchants, however, who s imp 1 y ; gnored 
Quixote after they had beaten him, the galley slaves give way to selfishness as 
they turn and attack the man to whom they owe their ·lives. There is an added 
perve~sion. to the gal_ley slave's action, for they corrupt Quixote's gift of love 
by u~ing it for their own selfish and unjust ends . Though we may find the 
rea li st pos i t ion of the silk merc hants offen s ive , they at l eas t dese rv e 
recognition for holding their beliefs as dear as Quixote holds his. The galley 
s~aves not only offend us , they offend God with the sin of ingratitude. They 
disregard the dc1nger in which Quixote has placed himself for their sake. As 
they seek to escape their captors they think only of themselves. 

Like so many times before, Quixote's good will and Golden Age virtue have 
been wasted on selfish, ignorant men with hearts of iron. Perhaps it is 
madness , to continue to bear such an undying love for his fellow man , after so 
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many disappointments, but if Quixote is mad, all men should be afflicted by this 
kind of insanity. We must not, however, al low the admiration we feel for 
Quixote's steadfast faith blind us to his mistakes. We have seen him ~wice 
misjudge another man's character, causing pain and suffering to those associated 
with them. Andres was not freed by his master but was made to ensure worse 
abuse because Quixote placed too much faith in a man unworthy of such trust. 
The galley slaves, besides stealing poor Sancho's grey, perhaps corrmitted other 
crimes once they were free of their jailers. 

While we can not and should not ignore Quixote's mistakes, he is still only 
a man, subject to human error and weakness - however strong his faith and 
courage may be. We would judge him too harshly and commit the same offe~se of 
which we accuse him if we allow this to become an obstacle in our estimation of 
his worth. We shal 1 not qauge his nobility by the final result of each 
adventure, for then we would equate the Golden Age with gold. It is, rathe~, 
the worthiness of his heart and the goodness in his soul that, in spite of his 
"failures", will be our measure. After all, Quixote's flaws make him even more 
dear to us. If he is to be our guide, if we are to try to emulate his nobility, 
he must remain within our grasp. We learn from his mistakes that he is as human 
as we, and this gives us the hope that Quixote's dream to restore the Golden Age 
is not quite so impossible. 

But just as his mistakes give us assurance, so does his insightfulness i~to 
the soul of Marcela. Among the crowd of goatherds that too much resemble silk 
merchants, Quixote sees Marcela as the vision she is. He recognizes at once the 
virtue and goodness in her soul. This stands in tremendous contrast to his 
encounters with other people where it was necessary for him to dig deeply into 
their hearts to find their merit. Marcela's treasure, is of such brilliant gold 
that unless one is eclipsed by prejudice as the goatherds are, one cannot but 
perceive it. Any addition or amendment by Quixote's imagination would be 
superfluous. Rather than being insulted by her chastity, he is the first to 
defend her. Here, finally, is a damsel truly worthy to be defended by a gallant 
knight! Here, too, is evidence that the virtues of the Golden Age are not 
completely forgotten and that Quixote's quest is not in vain. 

Perhaps this adventure with Marcela proves Quixote right. Men do not seem 
to recognize true virtue when it is presented to them, nor are th.ey ab 1 e to 
discover it in their neighbor. Imagination provides the key, for it not only 
nourishes a decaying soul, but accustoms it to recognize the good when it does 
appear. Did not Quixote offer the first poultice to the afflicted souls of t~e 
prostitutes, just as he afforded the goatherds their first glimpse of Marcela s 
real beauty? Imagination is the bridge that spans the abyss between each man 
and the world. It provides a conmen bond between men and only from it does true 
understanding arise. 

Throughout these adventures in Book I, we have seen Quixote's imagination 
thrive with each encounter. With such determination and spiritual strength he 
seems indomitable· but as he embarks on the Third Sally, he is overcome by many 
changes. Perhap~ he has been 1 ul led by the security of his home, but w~ are 
more inclined to believe that these changes result from the humiliation Quixote 
suffered as he was carried home from the Sierra Morena, caged like some 
dangerous animal. For whatever reason, he hesitates to venture into this 
hosti 1 e world a third time and even Rocinante must urge the knight to take up 
his arms once more. He is finally persuaded to go, but as if Quixote needs 
assurance of his Lady's love, they set out for El Tobosa to see Dulcinea. Never 
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before has Don Quixote needed proof of her existence. Doubting all that he once 
staked his 1 ife on, he desperately seeks confirmation from she who symbolizes 
his 1 ove for the Go 1 den Age. 

Though Quixote doubts, we must not interpret this to mean that the benefits 
bestowed by his imagination are diminished. On the contrary, his master's 
imagination is precisely what enables Sancho to enchant Dulcinea. The squire 
has observed wel 1 and makes his own attempt to transform the world. As he 
relaxes under a tree, Sancho decides he does not want to go into the village to 
look for Dulcinea. How much better it would be, he fancies, if she would find 
him. With cold calculation, Sancho plots to deceive his master into believing 
that a home 1 y peasant 1 ass is the peerless Du 1 c i nea. But as he careful 1 y 
considers the execution of his plan, Sancho's reason and his faith struggle with 
one another. He knows that his ma.ster is mad, yet he be 1 i eves in the 
fulfillment of Quixote's promises. The wil 1 to believe in Quixote overcomes 
what appears as madness to him, and with the defeat of the empirical, Sancho is 
able to impose what he wants to be true even though the world would deny it. In 
the same manner in which Quixote has convinced Sancho that sheep are armies, 
Sancho prepares to persuade Quixote of Dulcinea's enchantment. "It wil 1 not be 
hard to make him believe that the first farm girl I fall in with around here is 
the Lady Dulcinea. If he doesn't believe it, l'l 1 swear to it; and if he swears 
that it isn't so, l'l l swear right back at him; and if he insists, l'l l insist 
more than he does, so that, come what may , I'll always have my quoit on the 
peg." Although we might wish for Sancho to employ the gift his master has 
given him in a more constructive fashion, he has begun to understand Quixote's 
ministry. Sancho will eventually learn that the motive behind the deed is as 
important as the deed itself, but this first smal 1 step yields him an insight 
into the grandeur of Quixote's imagination. 

Sancho's gain, however, is Quixote's loss. Dulcinea's enchantment marks 
the beginning of a transition in the knight's faith. Though he has always had 
to pit himself agai~st the world, the bruising of his body has never before 
reached his heart. Time has weakened Quixote's faith, and only Dulcinea can 
renew his hope. As her captive knight, Quixote wishes only to set the visi~n of 
her loveliness before the world. To be assured of the truth of the existence of 
her virtue now is to never again doubt his ability to transform the world. 
Sancho destroys his master's wish by parading a mockery of womanly virtue before 
him. Her transformation is 1 ike a knife which has been plunged into the very 
dep t hs of hi s heart. Quixote has no alter-native left but to accept Sa nc ho's 
word. He cannot even delve into the peasant's heart to extract the goodness 
buried in it as he has done before, for the curses she hurls at the knight and 
squire indicate no goodness is there to be found. 

The effects of Dulcinea's enchantment are devastating to Quixote. With 
eyes "fairly starting from their sockets" and a "deeply troubled look" upon his 
face, Quixote is incapa.ble of speaking to the farm girls. He al lows Sancho to 
make the introductions. Sancho niust now provide comfort for his mast r , though 
it does little good. Words alone will do nothing to soothe such pain; only the 
reaffirmation of Dulcinea's virtue can heal his wound. As they leave El Tobosa, 
however, they meet a t roupe of players. Seeing them dressed as demons and 
angels and even Death himself, Quixote is "at once cheered by the thought that 
this must be some new and perilous adventure." But an uncor11prornising fate will 
not even al low Quixote the luxury of proving the valor of his good right arm. 
As he realizes that these are only men in costume, Quixote cries with 
disappointment, "Upon the word of a knight-errant, when I first saw this wagon, 
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I thought that some great adventure must be awaiting me, but I perceive now that 
one must actually touch with his hands what appears to the eye if he is to avoid 
being deceived." 16 Can this be the same Don Quixote that once sailed forth from 
his home to change the world armed only with his imagination? 

The courage and determination that Quixote displayed through Book I returns 
quickly after leaving El Toboso. He regains his composure, and his imagination 
is by no means destroyed. He manages to gain victory over the Knight of th: 
Wood and earns the new title "Knight of the Lions" with "unimaginable courage. 
But this is a difficult time in Quixote's life. Although he still performs 
these splendid deeds of knight-errantry, an undefined pall casts itself over his 
character. He totters between attaining an unshakeable faith and losing his 
poetic vision altogether. We find this ambivalence nestled in the adventure in 
the Cave of Montesinos. It is at once Quixote's greatest feat of imagination 
and his greatest failure. Descending into total darkness where he is deprived 
of all senses, he creates a new and fantastic world of his very own. He is here 
transformed from one who uses his imagination to embellish objects and men to a 
Creator of an Arthurian world. His imagination is so powerful that by 
abstracting from time itself, he condenses three days into thirty minutes. 

Yet, in the midst of the perfect world of knight-errantry, Quixote lacks 
the strength to imagine Dulcinea in her true form. She runs through his dream 
as the peasant lass, reduced to sending a maid to borrow money from Quixote. 
Oh, the depths to which our knight's passion has sunk to associate his princess 
with so base a thing as moneyl Does she not belong to that age "which knew not 
the words 'thine' and 'mine'"? With sadness, we realize that not only can 
Quixote not overcome the poisoned image of Dulcinea, but he finds it necessary 
to convince Sancho of the veracity of his vision. Never before did it matter 
whether Sancho was convinced of his master's transformations; Quixote's 
conviction was strong enough to sustain them both. Now, however, Sancho's 
acceptance is vital. He, too, has learned to impose his imagination on the 
world, and Quixote's diminishing faith clutches for the strength that now lies 
within Sancho. 

Not long after emerging from the Cave of Montesinos, Don Quixote and Sancho 
meet the Duke and the Duchess. Uncharacteristically, Quixote does not ride 
bviuly f~r.-drd to greet the Duchess. Instead, he lingers meekly on the hill 
while his squire begs her permission to approach. The Duchess, let us note, is 
the first person they encounter who has read the first part of Quixote's 
adventures. Perhap~ here finally is a person whose sensibility of soul has been 
awakened by the message of Don Quixote's ministry. She gives us the first clue 
to her true nature, when we find that rather than being honored to entertain s~ 
famous a knight-errant, she uses this opportunity to ridicule him and to amuse 
the household at his expense. She instructs the servants to perform lavish 
ceremonies and to indulge the knight's every desire. After all, they conclude, 
he is only a madman; what harm can there be in humoring him? The injury is 
immediate. As Don Quixote enters the patio a sumptuous scarlet cloak is thrown 
over his shoulders. While the servants shout, '~elcome, 0 flower and cream of 
knight-errantry,1117 the greatest knight-errant of all who once desired only to 
sleep under the stars, enduring every imaginable hardship, for the first time 
"really and wholly believed himself to be a true knight-errant and not a 
fanciful one, for here he was being treated in the very same manner as knight
errants in ages past, according to the storybooks he had read." 18 
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A fa 1 se paradise has been imposed upon ·him. Sti 11 suffering from a 
weakened faith, he finds security in a refuge which renders imagination 
superfluous. The voice of a silk merchant within him, or perhaps the voice of 
Alonso Quijano, is pacified as the Duke and Duchess carry out every ritual down 
to its minutest detail in accordance with the laws of chivalry. No longer must 
his imagination strive to transform the appearances, lending them nobility. 
Like a muscle seldom used, Quixote's imagination begins to atrophy a·s he 
passive 1 y accepts each degrading scheme the duke and duchess present. What an 
insult it is when four "damsels" wash his beard in a basin at the table, mocking 
him with grave ceremony. He who has always responded with righteous indignation 
at the mere insinuation of a slur against his profession, complacently allows 
then to humiliate him. Even Sancho is able to discern their hosts' motives. He 
derives no 1 ittle satisfaction as he tells the anecdote about the farmer and the 
gentleman who sit down to dinner and cannot decide who will sit at the head of 
the .table, just as Quixote and the duke each insisted that the other have the 
honor. Finally, as Sancho relates, the gentleman yells, "Sit down, you stupid 
ass, for wherever I sit wil 1 be the head of the table to you." Though Quixote 
is embarrassed by this, it is because of the impertinance of his squir& He is 
oblivious to the cruel laughter of the duke and the duchess. Is he not deluding 
himself by his attempt to vindicate his calling to the ecclesiastic when he 
cries, "If true gentlemen of great lords of high and noble station were to call 
me a fool I should take it as an irreparable insult, but for the opinion of mere 
bookworms who have never entered upon or trod the paths of chivalry I would not 
give a penny. A knight I am and a night I shal 1 die, if it be pleasing to 
Almighty God"? 20 

Sancho, too, is ridiculed by their lordships, although he receives great 
favor for his ready wit. An island is conferred upon him by the duke which 
fulfills Quixote's promise of long ago. His belief in his master is finally 
rewarded and a great change is effected in our humble Sancho. Although 
r'eluctantly, he becomes convinced by the duchess of Dulcinea's enchantment by 
sorcery rather than through his own contrivance. He therefore concedes to the 
lashes which "Merl in" demands as necessary in order to restore Dulcinea to her 
original beauty. The squemish squire of the first book would never have 
submitted to such treatment, even for the acquisition of a governorship. But 
Sancho finds a far greater strength within himself than even Quixote could have 
foreseen. Not only has he come to believe and trust his 1 ife to his master's 
poetic visions , Sancho can now ascend to the level of Quixote as he creates an 
imaginary rea lm of his own. Upon Clavileno he flies high abov e the earth and 
our poor, ignorant peasant sees Heaven. What the Cave of Montesinos was for 
Quixote, the ride on Clavileno is for Sancho. The greatest tribute to Quixote's 
powerful imagination is that it has inspired Sancho with the ability to envision 
the earth as "no bigger than a grain of mustard and the people walking about on 
it ••• a little larger than hazelnuts.n21 Though Sancho has not yet attained 
enough sense of self to join his master in saying, "I know who I am", Quixote's 
imagination has bestowed a magnificient gift upon the beloved squire. Sancho, 
an illiterate man who has never even set foot outside his own country, has flown 
through the Pleiades on a wooden horse and remained to play among the stars. He 
may not realize that the true beauty in Quixote's ability to transform the world 
arises from a genuine love for man and a sincere desire to refine his heart, but 
can any of us say that we have romped through Heaven? No, · even if Sancho had 
never received his island , this would have been recompense enough for the 
sufferings he endured. 
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Quixote is not ready to see the marvelous transformation he has brought 
about in his squire. An aching need for reassurance of his declining vigor from 
his friend prompts him to whisper, "Sancho, if you want us to believe what you 
saw in Heaven, then you must believe me when I tel 1 you what I saw in the Cave 
of Montesinos. I need say no more." 22Could we say more in Quixote's position? 

The duke and duchess attempt to chisel away at Quixote's self-respect with 
each absurd game they play on him. He is blind to their cruel designs and the 
perverse pleasure they derive in doing so. When the judgement is finally made, 
however, it is Quixote who retains his dignity and the duke and duchess who 
become offensive to our eyes. Nobility and virtue can never be made into toys 
and those who try are the only ones who are truly mad. Though Quixote's faith 
and imagination are waning, he need not feel shame; human weakness al lows for 
such decline. His love for humanity remains impenetrable. The duke and duchess 
are incapable of seeing this as anything but the prattle of a madman, but their 
souls are so blackened by the Iron Age that they believe deceit and trickery to 
be the mark of a sensible man. · 

Though the duke and duchess unwittingly weaken Quixote's faith, they have 
not the strength to overcome him. The coup de grace wi 11 not be delivered by 
these unworthy rabble; it wil 1 come much later and at the hands of one who 
claims to be his friend. From Quixote's first sally, the curate and the barber 
have attempted to dissuade their frie~d from these mad roamings through the 
countryside. They are joined by Sanson Carrasco before the third sally who, 
after being defeated as the Knight of the Mirrors, rides to Barcelona to 
challenge Don Quixote again as the Knight of the White Moon. Carrasco does not 
intend to ha rm Quixote; he wishes on 1 y to def eat him in a jousting match and 
then to demand that Quixote confine himself to his home for one year wherein 
they hope to cure him of his madness. He meets Don Quixote as the valiant 
knight rides along the beach one morning, "cl ad in full armor-for, as he was 
fond of saying, that was his on 1 y ornament, his on 1 y rest the fight, and 
accordingly, he . was never without it for a moment.1123 Carrasco goads Don Quixote 
into combat by insulting Dulcinea and the challenge is immediately accepted. 

The joust lasts only a moment, but it is enough for the Knight of the White 
Moon to bring both Quixote and Ro~Jnante crashing to the ground in utter defe~t. 
"You are vanquished, 0 Knight!" This is no mere bruising from an insolent 
Biscayan or an ungrateful galley slave. Don Quixote has been conquered by 
another Knight in both body and soul. Never before has Quixote lacked the 
spiritual strength to rise from a fight. He has never before ceased to believe 
that only through his ministry will the virtues of the Golden Age be brought to 
the world. The b 1 ow received today, however, 1 ays to waste a 11 that he once 
held as true. 

Stunned and battered, Don Quixote did not so much as raise 
his visor but in a faint, wan voice, as if speaking from the grave, he 
said, "Dulcinea del Tobosa is the most beautiful woman in the world 
and I the most unhappy knight upon the face of this earth. It is not 
right that my weakness should serve to defraud the truth. Drive home 
your lance, 0 kn~t, and take my life since you already have deprived 
me of my honor." 

He can blame no enchanters for his defeat this time. He cannot deny the 
reality of the victor or of the promise he has made. Quixote's spirit has been 
crushed; if he is to preserve the di.gnity and nobility of knight-errantry, he 
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must abide by Carrasco's rule. Each adventure Quixote has engaged in has 
carried the threat of defeat, yet ha bravely accepted the risks each time. To 
ignore or excuse his opponent's triumph now would render his life and all he 
has sought to teach us meaningless. Even the promise of a new adventure to 
rescue Don Gregorio from Barbary cannot restore his strength. "But what am I 
thinking of, wretch that I am? Am I not the vanquished one? Am I not the one 
who was overthrown? Am I not he who cannot take up arms for an entire year? 
What, then, am I promising, of what do I boast, seeing that I am better fitted 
to handle the distaff than the sword?" Do we even know this familiar stranger 
anymore? 

Sancho is as shocked and bewildered as we are by his master's sufferings. 

Brokenhearted over the turn that events had taken, 
Sancho did not know what to say or do. It seemed to him that all this 
was something that was happening in a dream and that everything was 
the resu 1 t of magic. He saw his master surrender, heard. him con sent 
not to take up arms again for a year to come as the light of his 
glorious exploits faded · into darkness. At the same time his own 
hopes, based upon the fresh promises that had been made for him, were 
whirled away like smoke before the wind. 

But though Sancho does not completely understand the importance of what h~s 
happened and wishes against hope to ju st if y Quixote's def eat, he f o 1 1 ow s the 
advice his master gave him long ago and draws strength from weakness. While 
Quixote "for six days remained in bed, sad and dejected, moody and 111-
tempered," Sancho is optimistic for the future. The transformation in both 
knight and squire is complete. Sancho returns the comfort and consolation his 
master provided so many ti mes befor& With the voice of a philosopher he tells 
his master, "brave hearts should be patient in adversity just as they are joyous 
in prosperity." 

To escape from a reality too grim to face, Quixote resolves to give up his 
arms and lead the pastoral life of a shepherd. But as Sancho leads him home and 
p 1 eads to their be 1 oved v il 1 age, "Open your eyes, and beho 1 d your son, Sancho 
Panza, returning to you ••• Open your arms and receive your other son Don 
Quixote," he realizes that a shepherd's existence is but an illusion and.he has 
not the strength to begin anew. 

With no enchanters left to despoil that which his imagination has made the 
world to be, Quixote can do nothing more than to resign himself to the realm of 
appearance. Armed with only the rationality that the real world has given him, 
Carrasco, the curate, and the barber are fools. They realize - too late - what 
it means to deprive a man of his dreams. They have destroyed thefaith which 
was the knight's sustenance and forced him to abandon a world not ready to 
recieve him. Don Quixote dies as Alonso Quijano, denouncing al 1 that he had 
once believed as madness. A grieving Sancho percieves the true wisdom that 
Quixote has given him and begs his master to cling to life, once again echoing 
the truths Don Quixote taught him. "It is a common thing for certain knights to 
overthrow others, and he who is vanquished today wi 11 be · the victor tomorrow." 
But by its very nature, once faith has been extinguished, it can never be 
rekindled. Al 1 that remains to Quixote is the worldly wisdom of Sancho's 
proverbs. The Knight of la Mancha no longer exists and it is Alonso Quijano who 
murmurs, "In last year's nests t here are no birds this year." 
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It has been remarked throughout the book that Quixote appears mad only when 
he discusses knight-errantry; at all other times he is quite lucid. The world 
which opposes him wishes him to surrender his poetic vision to their conception 
of reality. But when Quixote is forced to acknowledge their world view, he 
dies. He cannot live in a world where he is denied the beauty which shines in 
everything only after the outer appearances have been stripped from each object. 
Quixote's imagination has given his l 1fe meaning and a mission to ful fi 11. Is 
it so much to ask of his family and friends that they al low him this dignity? 
Though it is no easy l 1fe that Quixote demands we pursue, it is nothing less 
than what he expects of himself. Al lowing Don Quixote to be what he is means 
that he has al ready sparked a transformation within us. One cannot recognize 
his nobility or understand his purpose without being changed by him. What the 
curate and the barber call sheer madness actually endows Quixote with the higher 
truth of know.ing that intangible elegance which God has bestowed upon all of His 
creation. Invisible to both pure rationality and total insanity, Quixote 
perceives this vision of the Golden Age because his imagination encompasses both 
realms. Reality and the true nature of things are found not in appearances 
which lie to fools, but in the virtues visible only to the imagination. 
Appearances cal 1 upon us to accept with silent passivity the world as it 1s 
presented to us; Quixote urges us to live through our imaginations and to 
envision the world as an extension of ourselves. That morsel of the Golden Age 
which is within us al 1 is found only by the imagination. By investing this 
portion of ourselves into the world, we endow 1t with the ind1vidual ity and 
beauty which is its due. 

A 1 1 quotations are from the Modern Library Edition 
lb~ Iag~ajgu~ G~atl~m~a Qga Quj~gt~ d~ La Mancha translated by Samuel Putman 
are ref erred to by page number. 

1. p. 27 17. p. 709 
2. p. 81 18. P· 709 
3. p. 43 19. p. 714 
4. p. 858 20. p. 717 
5. p. 198 21. p. 776 
6. p. 199 22. p. 778 
7. p. 206 23. p. 935 
8. p. 559 24. p. 937 
9. p. 183 25. p. 937 
10. p. 45 26. p. 940 
11. p. 49 27. p. 937 
12. p. 174 28. p. 943 
13. p. 174 29. p. 978 
14. p. 568 30. p. 986 
15. p. 575 31. p. 986 
16. p. 576 

I w1~h . to express my most sincere gratitude~tri Mr. Kalkavage for all his generou~ 
and thoughtful advice during the writing of' this essa·y. 
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Donne at Peni'el 
Nancy Townsend 

At the round earth's imagin'd corners, blow 
Your trumpets, Angells, and arise, arise 
From death, you numberlesse infinities 
Of soules, and to your scattred bodies goe, 
All whom the flood did, and fire shall o'erthrow, 
All whom warre, dearth, age, agues, tyrannies, 
Despaire, law, chance, hath slaine, and you whose eyes, 
Shall behold God, and never tast deaths woe. 
But let them sleepe, Lord, and mee mourne a space, 
For, if above all these, my sinnes abound, 
'Tis late to aske abundance of thy grace, 
When wee are there; here on this lowly ground, 
Teach mee how to repent; for that's as good 
As if thou hadst seal'd my pardon, with thy blood. 

Holy Sonnet VII 
by John Dom~e 

The poetry of the young prideful Donne is ironic, witty, often bitter, 
sometimes wild, always full of passion. It usually concerns his love for women 
and his frustration with their inconstancy. As he grew older, Donne became more 
religious. In the work of the more mature poet, the love and frustration are 
transferred to God and his relationship with God. Athough his feelings are 
deeper, and the poet is clearly a wiser man , he retains many of his youthful 
characteristics--pride, presumption, passion, a slight wildness. Some of these 
characteristics are troublesome, since a Christian minister should be humble and 
servile to the Lord. Doubtless he went into the church to find peace; 
doubtless, judging from some sermons and essays, he might have shown the way 
toward peace to his public. But privately, in his poetry, he carries on a 
heart-to-heart combat with God. 

And Jacob was left alone; and a man wrestled with him until the 
breaking of the day. When the man saw that he did not prevail against 
Jacob, he touched the hollow of his thigh; and Jacob's thigh was put 
out of joint as he wrestled with him. Then he said, "Let me go, for 
the day is breaking." But Jacob said, "I will not let you go, unless 
you b 1 ess me." 

(Genesis 32.24-26) 

In the seventh of John Donne's Holy Sonnet series, battle begins 
immediately. 

At ·the round_ ~.arth's imagin'd corners, blow 
Your trumpets, Ang~lls~ •• · 
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Donne is in command, ordering the angels to trumpet a ca 11 to arms. Part 
of this image is borrowed from Revel at ion 7.1: "After this I saw four angels 
standing at the four corners of the earth, holding back the four winds of the 
earth, that no wind might blow on earth or sea or against any tree." But Donne 
has made significant revisions -- the angels, holQ~ ·ng· trumpets, not winds Care 
they adding wind?), are standing at "roynd earths i mag1n'd corners." It wi 11 
take some time for us to try to imagine why he made such changes. 

While figuratively the bugler-angels prepare the way for battle, violence 
emanates from the meter of the first 1 ine. Since this is a sonnet, were you 
expecting iambs to be prevalent? Not even one appears in the first 1 ine. In 
fact, three trochees follow in a row in the middle of the line, emphasizing the 
encompassed phrase. Caught in the middle of the trochees is "imagin'd" -
perhaps if we can capture the significance of that word, we can gain an insight 
into Donne's strategy. . 

We find turmoil created, not only pictorially and.rh)'thmkal ly, but even 
logically. How can the round earth have corners? Of course it . cannot. Is that 
why Donne had added "imagin'd" corners? No -- how can we imagine something as 
both round and as having corners without destroying the roundness of the thing? 

It appears we must for the moment accept this paradox, this jab at our 
reason, and continue. It will be helpful to return later after having grasped 
the who 1 e octet. 

••• and arise, arise 
From death, you numberless infinities 
Of soules, and to your scattred bodies goe, 

Again Donne conmands. In his first imperative, he gave "blow" an accent which 
he strengthened by pl acing it after a slight caesura. In this imperative, he 
repeats his conmand for added emphasis. Once more he echoes part of Revelations 
(7.9): 

After this I looked, and behold, a great 
multitude which no man could number, from 
every nation, from all tribes and peoples and 
tongues, standing before the throne and before 
the Lamb, clothed in whith robes, with palm 
branches in their hands. 

And again he has revised the passage. The souls do not stand in white robes in 
front of the Lamb, but are sent to their "scattred bodies." Donne does not 
envision congregated, peaceful souls, but imagines souls in flight, in search of 
their bodies which are dispersed throughout the world, which have become 
scattered dust and ashes. 

More of the expected meter occurs in this passage than in the first - only 
"numberless infinities" skips outside iambic control in accelerated pyrrics. 
The poet gives his poem an ironic twist when he sends the poor souls off in 
ordered meter to search for their scattered, disordered bodies. 

These souls and bodies, that once belonged together, have been completely 
severed. In the next passage, Donne reveals death as the assailant. 

All whom the flood did, and fire shall o'erthrow, 
All whom warre, dearth, age, agues, tyrannies, 
Despaire, law, chance, hath slaine ••• 
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In the second half of the octet, to examine how souls are overthrown, Donne 
takes hold of death. In line five, he gives the far past and far future causes 
of death. In the young days of the world, a great deluge k 111 ed everyone but 
Noah. In the old dying world, a great sweeping fire will cause destruction. In 
lines six and seven, Donne lists causes of death found in the ancient world -
war, famine, old age, sickness, bad governments, suicides, lawful punishments, 
and accidents. But the words he uses are heavily accented, like quick-falling 
b 1 ows: "war re, dearth, age, agues, tyrannies, des pa ire, law, chance." The poet 
orders his 1 i st carefu 11 y to di sp 1 ay the power of death. Between the "man-made" 
s 1 ayers -- war and tyranny -- are caught famine, o 1 d age, and sickness -- the 
"natural" killer~ Line seven begins with despair, which tears a man apart from 
the inside, and continues with law, which holds a society together. Last of al 1 
comes chance -- the most unpredictable, the most uncontrollable, the 
most unconquerable cause of death. 

••• and you whose eyes 
shall behold God, and never tast deaths woe. 

John says in Revel at ion 22.4: "They shal 1 see his face, and his name shal 1 
be on their foreheads." In 21.4, a voice tel 1 s him, "(God) wil 1 wipe away every 
tear from their eyes, and death shall be no more, for the former things have 
passed away." In John's vision, these fortunate souls have a definite place 
near God. Donne has not signigi$:antl y revised Revel at ion this time, but he 
gives the blessed few an ambiguous rank in his numberless legions of souls. 
Whether he is commanding them to search for their bodies Chow could those who 
"never tast deaths woe" be separate from their bodies?), or whether he never 
gives them a command at a 11, is unc 1 ear. 

Indeed, except in the relative clauses, no verb orders the second quatrain 
as the imperatives ordered the first four lines. Ironically, the last passage 
of the octet concerns the highest and most blessed human souls envisioned in 
Revelation, yet, because of the absence of verbs, Donne has left us bewildered 
and confused. 

Now we should return to the beginning, to try to grasp the octet as a 
whole. 

Maybe Donne's octet is a vision similar to, if not the same as, John's. 
Aft e r a ll , he borrows many of his images from Revel at ion. But this 
interpretation is weak. Why did he not stay closer to the biblical text? Why 
the concern with death if, as John describes in Revelation, God eventually 
destroys mortality? 

Donne may be attacking the vision of a final resurrection of the world's 
dead. How w i l l the angels ever ca 11 the dead if they must stand on corners 
which can never be? A mortal cannot envision impossibilities; he can only 
imagine them. The octet's rhyme scheme, ABCA I ACBA, reinforces the attack on 
John. The rhymes of the first four lines are mirrored in the last four; objects 
in a mirror only appear to exist actually, as visions only appear to exist 
actually. Donne gives no verb to those "whose eyes shal 1 behold God" because he 
doubts their very existence. 

What, then, does Donne actually see? What object does he view as the 
actual one, the one reflected by John's Revelation? While Donne at first 
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appears ethereal -- he talks of trumpeting angels, and life after death, and 
eyes beholding God -- behind, above, and in front of the appearance looms an 
earthly preoccupation with death. Donne is no prophetic visionary. Only a 
person very much a part of this world would feel the causes of death as acutely 
accented blows. 

The poet is struggling with the very worldly matter of death. The rhyme 
scheme proves his tenaciou .s grip, ash~ returns again and again to rhyme A -
bl o~, goe, o'erthro~, woe. He wi 11 not 1 et go of his preoccupation with death 
until he can free himself of death, like those non-existent, blessed souls who 
"never tast deaths woe." 

And he said to him, "What is your name?" And 
he said, "Jacob." Then he said, "Your name shall 
no more be called Jacob, but Israel, for you have 
striven with God and with men, and have prevailed." 
Then Jacob asked him, "Tell me, I pray, your name." 
But he said·, "Why is it that you ask my name?" And 
there he blessed him. 

{Genesis 32.27-29) 

. After the excitement and disruption of the octet, the sextet sounds 
surprisingly peaceful. The rhyme scheme is more customary for a sonnet 
CDEDEFF), and the meter is nearly all iambic pentamete~ For some reason, Donne 
suddenly creates calm. 

But let them sleepe, Lord, and mee mourne a space, 
For, if above all these, my sinners abound, 
"Tis late to aske ·ab.undance of thy grace·, 

When wee are there; 
He leaves the world of imagined corners full of rising numberless infinities of 
searching souls and scattered bodies; for a moment, he lets the round earth full 
of death go. 

In the middle of the first line of the sextet, with emphasized trochees, 
Donne ad d res s es h i ms e l f to h i s L o rd. I n the octet, God h ad no re 1 at i on to the 
poet, and was seen only in the dubious afterlife of some unnamed souls. In the 
last six lines, Donne, by calling Him Lord, claims a ·worldly relationship of 
subject to ruler. As a subject, he can demand certain privileges. Whether they 
will be granted or not will be decided, of course, by the ruler. 

He requests that God mourn him during his life when death most affects him. 
Finding God's grace after death, when he is no 1 onger tied to the earth, w i l l 
not help his present struggle with mortality. 

••• here on this lowly ground, 
Teach me how to repent; for that's as good 
As if Thou hadst sealed my pardon, with Thy blood. 

The caesura in line twelve cuts between "there" and "here." In the 1 ast 
three lines, Donne breaks completely from his references to a world beyond the 
one he inhabits; he accepts the lowly ground and all its implications. He asks 
his Lord to teach him to repent while still alive -- just as God sent his own 
blood down to the earth while never leaving his lofty kingdom, so can He help 
Donne rise above the earth while he remains "here on this lowly ground." 
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Earlier themes echo faintly in the last line of the poem. ''Thou'hadst" is 
forced to conform to regulated iambic pentameter. The conditional clause makes 
us question the existence of God's redemptive power by the sacrifice of his Son. 
The mention of blood reminds us of our own mortality. But in the quiet allusion 
to Christ, we might find what Donne believes to be his Lord's response. 

Of course Donne never receives an answer from God; he never truly sees him 
face to face. Yet he has fought with death, and perhaps, in releasing death for 
a moment, and directing his mortal thoughts toward Eternal God, he has caught a 
glimpse. At least, in looking up, he is saved from one of the most devious 
causes of death -- Despair. 

So Jacob called the name of the place Peni'el, 
saying, "for I have seen God face to face, and 
yet my life is preserved." The sun rose upon 
him as he passes Peni'el, limping because of 
his thigh. 

(Genesis 32.30-31) 

House Rent Boogie 
Coldwell Daniel 

Late at night the cold stars in ebony fright 
Rasta raps niggard rockin in rythmn plank and base 
of every timber in the house of Sam and Dave's 

There in heat dark bodied soul shines glist'ning sweet 
As Hallelujah I love her so swings the band's beat 
Through every sister in the house and slaves to save 

The alley whores the wind through working Sally 
While Sonny Boy's Why are you crin' blues the heaven's key 
to every sinning joyous louse damned and made 

loosened eyes watch at doors wind asks cold inside 
like death at St. James' Infirmary the sight starts the song 
that every winter warms the house of Sam and Dave 
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Studies 1n Non-Euclidean Regular Polyhedra 
Martin Marklin 

While Euclidean plane geometry holds true on the surface of the non
Eucl idean horosphere, one may stil 1 inquire about the relationship--either 
similar or dissimilar--between Euc.J_i_d.ean and ~obachevskian solid geometry. This 
short paper w i 11 attempt to study some of .the Regular · · So 1 ids of non- . 
Euc 1 i dean Geometry. --

It seems Euclid intentionally ended his Elements with the construction of 
the Five Regular Sol ids. Even more than the logical progression from linear to 
planar to sol id geometry, Euclid seems to find the paradigm of the geometer's 
contemplation in the Regular Solids (or Platonic Solids, so called because of 
the important cosmological significance given to them by Plato). My evidence is 
threefold and takes the three words, "five", "regular" and "solids", as crucial: 
f i rs t, t here a re on 1 y .ii~ reg u 1 a r so 1 i d s. I n two d i mens i on a 1 s pace, we ca n 
inscribe an infinite number of regular polygons in a circle. But in three 
dimensions, there exists a natural 1 imit of five regular polyhedra which one 
can comprehend within a sphere. Secondly, the solids are regular. The Platonic 
Solids are, in a very natural way, the most perfect shaping of three dimensional 
space. Th i rd 1 y, the po 1 y he d r a a re ~l~. 0 u r w o r 1 d i s a th re e d i mens i on a 1 
world filled with three dimensional bodies. Our expertise as geometers comes 
from our experience of matter bounded by geometrical forms and figures. 

And so, what can non-Euclidean geometry offer us in three dimensions? We 
recal 1 Euler's formula for polyhedra, namely that 

F + V - E = 2, 

where F, V and E stand for the number of faces, vertices, and edges, 
respectively. <Incidentally, a·n analogous formula was previously discovered by 
Descartes). From this formu 1 a we can prove arithmetica 11 y that the number of 
regular polyhedra is limited to five (for a proof, see "tlh.il .ls Mathematjcs, by 
Courant & Robbins, Oxford Press, p. 240) . This arithmetic proof seems to gain 
more generality than Euclid's proof (Book III , Proposition 18). By not 
appealing to angle sum, this more general proof holds for Euclidean as well as 
non-Euc 1 i dean geometry. 

Even a preliminary study of Lobachevskian sol id. geometry forces us to 
reconsider parallel ism in a more complex sense, namely, how do we define 
~11~ ~l~. Parallel ism abounds in the regular solids. The cube, 
octahedron, dodecahedron , and icosahedron are each composed of sets of parallel 
faces . The tetrahedron, while having four mutually adjacent faces, nonetheless 
has opposing edges lying in pairs of parallel planes. Furthermore, for solids 
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comprehended in t he same sphere, t he paral 1 el faces of t~e cube are t h.e sa~e 
distance apart as the parallel faces of t he octahedron. This same relat1onsh1p 
holds for t he dodeca hedron and icosahedron as wel 1. 

Yet, paral 1 el faces in Eucli dean geometry are equidistant at al 1 pl aces. 
They are determined by equal 1 ines set up perpendicularly to both planes. In 
non-Euclidean geometry , t hi s is no t the case. Take the cube, rather pseudo
cube, for example. While we can rest assured t hat the edges wil ~ · al 1 equal o~e 
another, and that the 1 ines which connect the centers of oppos1 ng faces ( 1 et s 
call them 'centroid perpendicul ars' ) will t hemselve !5 equal one another; 
no net he 1 ess , the two sets of 1 i nes w i 11 be of different 1 engths. Just as the 

PSEUDO-CUBE ULTRA -PARALLELS 

c E 

I 
A F 

1---1---------t--Centroid Perpendicular 

D 

AB=CD>XY E F = shortest distance 

common perpendicular between two ultra- parallel lines defines the shortest 
distance between them, so the centroid perpendicular defines the shortest 
distance between two parallel faces. Only in the limiting case when the edges 
approach zero, wi 11 the faces be 'Euclidean' para 11 el . At the other extreme, 
for the 1 imiting case of an 
infinitely large cube, the 
length of the edges will 
approach infinity while the 
centroid perpendiculars 
ap p roach a maximum limit in 
length . 

AB= CD= ex> 

XY= 21T(45°) 

INFINITELY LARGE PSEUDO-CUBE 

/\x ~c _______ __;, __ ,._ __ A 

~/-/_/--~------·~ D 

With these differences, one must be careful in constructing non-Euclidean 
sol ids . The fol lowing contructions demonstrate that once one constructs a 
pseudo- cube, t he pseudo-tetrahedron and pseudo- octahedron literally fall out. 

Before we begin , we need to state these few definitions . 
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Defjnjtjons 

A pseudo-square is an equiangular and equilateral quadrilateral. 

A pseudo-cube is a solid figure contained by six equal pseudo-squares. 

A pseudo-tetrahedron is a solid figure contained by four equal triangles. 

A pseudo-octahedron is a solid figure contained by eight equal triangles. 

. c D 

E 

J[ 
Q<-

2 

To construct a pseudo- cube. 

Set out two equal and perpen 
dicularly bisecting lines, and 

: ca 11 them AD and CB. 

Connect the endpoints with 
lines AB, BO, DC, and CA. 

The resulting figure is a 
pseudo-square, since the four 
trinagles ASB, BSD, DSC, and 
ASC are equal and isosceles. 

Given the length of the edge 
AB, there will be a correspond
ing angle measure at each 
vertex, such as ABO, l~ .:t...h&n 
a right angle. 

Construct a line DE inclined to the plane of the pseudo-square such that angle 
BOE and angle COE equal angle COB. 

Connect BE and set up OF; such that BE and OF are equal and perpendicularly 
bisected. 

Connect BF and FE. 

Connect CE and set up DG, such that CE and DG are equal and perpendicularly 
bisected. 

Connect CG and GE. 

Repeat the process with the sides containing lines AG, AF, and FG. 

The resulting solid will be a pseudo-cube. 

Which was to be constructed. 

Q.E.F. 
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Proposition 2 

To .construct a pseudo-tetrahedron. 

Given pseudo-c ube AE, the diagonals AF , 
FD, DA, AH, FH, and HD together form the 
pseudo-tetrahedron . 

For triangle AFD is equilateral, each 
edge being a diagonal of adjacent (and 
hence congruent) faces of the pseudo
cube. Thus, triangle FAD is also 
equiangular. 

Like reasoning concludes that the other 
triangles AHO, FHD , and AFH are 
equ i l atera 1 and equiangular. 

Therefore, polyhedron AFHD is a pseudo
cube. 

Which was to be constructed. 

Q. E. F. 

I 
I 

I 

Proposition .1 

To construct a pseudo-octahedron. 

Given pseudo-cube AE. I say that the 
centroids of each face-namely K, L, M, 
N, O, and P - form the vertices of a 
pseudo-octahedron. 

For connect KL, LM, MN, NK, OL, OM, ON, 
OK, PK, PL, PM, and PN. 

E Then OL =OK= KL, since lines connecting 
centroids of adjacent sides of a pseudo
cube are equal. (See lemma 1). 

Hence, triangle OKL is equi-angula~ 

Likewise, for the seven other triangular faces-OLM, OMN, OMK, PKL, PLM, PMN, 
and PNK-are all aquiangular. Hence, the polyhedron OHKLMP is a pseudo
octahedron. 

Which was to be constructed. 

Q.E.F. 
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Lemma 1. To prove connecting centroids 
of adjacent sides of a 
pseudo-cube are equal. 

· MK = NL = OP, because centroid 
perpenculars of a cube are equal. 

Therefore, OR = RP = RK = RL, since 
centroid perpendiculars of a cube bisect 
one another. 

Then angles ORL, ORK, and KRL are right 
angles. 

T~erefore, triangle ORL = triangle LRK = 
triangle ORK. 

Therefore, OL KL = OK. 
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Moon 
James Beall 

- for Lenore Beall 

The moon tethered 
by love or gravity or a force 
we do not yet know, rises orange 
and full, its round face cut out 

Of the dark of becoming 
night. Wind furls clothing 
around chill shapes, 
threading the warmth out. Limbs 

Barren as that surface 
our eyes look upon, feel 
the thin edge of air's knife 
drawn along them, a surgeon's hand 

reaching into hollows 
arms make in their circling, 
or into an opaque distance 
before us, bringing into whiter air 

the old porcelain face, smiling 
a little like an idiot, 
its complexion 
the color of bone. 

II. There is in this air lodged 
a blue haze that passes for winter, 
though the air smells white 
with spring 

The earth steams like words 
from a novel a Russian would write, 
breathing its 1 anguage of tongue, surfeit 
into a complete system of belief -
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belief the air is charged with, 
though no form persists 
in the vapor rising, that shifts 
with every current, tentative 

as leaves' absence, the smooth, 
white curve of limb and sky 
uninterrupted by green. The buds 
are like nipples, taut, dark skin erect with cold. 

III. Humid in the presence of bodies, strangers 
crowd away 
the raw sky scudding in low 
and northeast, hiding the moon. 

and the conversations carry 
the brook of surcease into 
a dry bed, sand and rock, 
that defines a valley, the valley 

defining a hill. The hill 
is the foreground wherein 
we frame the sky. So conversations 
carry that part of the world 

As a brook carries sediment, 
or etches, or defines. And in the vault 
rema1n1ng, the moon, sometimes visible 
as an alien face, rides steadily higher, 

and overhead like geese fleeing 
toward a memory ot the sun, clouds 
gaggle or congeal into continents 
uniquely property of the sky. 

IV. As the slow march encroaches, 
so what was driven bacK becomes 
a palpab1e force 
bearing in its limbs 

The consequent burden of the wind 
In the lee of new growth 
deer thread thicket and grass. 
What was barren here, what was 

Only grass has become 
the pines' lamenting a burden 
they could not but choose 
to bear. And in the writhing air, 
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v. 

Which wrestles like an angel 
of the Lord the stalwart Jacobs 
of the trees, is again sorrow, a sediment 
that is carried, seined. 

You never walked here. The world 
never wheeled for you along 
this sand stained lavender 
by the sea's life and light cast 

down from the heaven like tablets 
which are broken by the shore. 
The air here never formed 
as mist burring the edges 
of water or the black boughs 
of pines' shadow. 

It is as hard as the edge of these needles 
on a clear day to imagine 
that you know or do not know, 
as though the interleaving of pine 

and air were knowledge and the absence 
of knowledge, and they were the same, 
as though shore and the sea beside it 
or the moon rising within the blue 

absence of the sky, made this 
the one question 
that continually asked itself 
and was denied. 
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When Ontology Wears a Janus-face 
Ann Burlein 

The Greek's study of being arose from the insight that parousja, .Q..U..S...ia., and 
energeja are one - are being (.:t..Q ejnaj). They viewed ousja, that single 
peculiarity which is most a thing's own, as the being of a thing in its fullest 
degree. Consequently, they saw a thing's presence (pa rous i a) or look C.fil .. d..Q.SJ, 
and as the exhibition of its .Qll...Sig its activity (energeja). They regarded this 
unity as necessary, because only if a thing's presence and activity manifest 
what it is can the soul uncover truth, can a thing be intel 1 igibl e in itself. 
Socrates regards the intelligibility of things as an ultimate condition of all 
investigation. As such, he cannot guarantee its truth. Socrates cannot prove 
to Meno that once Meno 1 earns a single piece of knowledge al 1 the rest stand 
within his grasp. Instead, he accompanies the myth of recollection and the 
slaveboy's demonstration with the warning that investigation requires great 
courage (80a-8ld). In dialogue after dialogue, Socrates reminds us starkly and 
relentlessly that we might never reach the end of our inquiry. Nevertheless, 
because the search for self-knowledge illuminates the here and now by turning 
one toward the divine, Socrates' conviction that this search is essential to the 
best life (.M.§n.Q-86b; Apology 38a) remains so strong that even in the last hours 
before his death, those which Phaedo recounts, he does not cease in his endeavor 
to convince others that they must look for that which they do not know. 

· But when Kant looks upon the field of inquiry to which Simmias, Cebes and 
their predecessors have devoted themselves, he sees a battlefield in which 

••• reason is perpetually being brought to a stand, even when 
the laws into which it is seeking to have, as it were, an .a priori 
insight are those that are confirmed by our most common experiences. 
f.y_fil: .filld. _gggj_n we have to retrace our steps, as not leading us in the 
d i rec t i on w e ilil.r~ to g o. S o f a r , too , a re t h e st u d en t s o f 
metaphysics from exhibiting any kind of unanimity in their 
contentions, that metaphysics has rather to be regarded as a 
battleground quite peculiarly suited for those who desire to exercise 
themselves in mock combats, and in which no participant has ever 
succeeded in gaining even so much as an inch of territory, not at 
least in such a manner as to secure him its permanent possession. 
This shows, beyond All Questjonjng, that the procedure of metaphysics 
has hitherto been a merely random groping, and, what is worst of all, 
a groping among mere concepts. <Bxiv-v). 

In the face of both this discord and the continual sting of the torpedo 
fish which, through the Antinomies, holds the understanding captive, paralyzed 
in unending vaci 11 at ion, our need to believe in an intel 1 igibl e world as the 
i n d i s p en-s ab l e c o n d i t i on o f mo r a 1 1 i f e c a n no 1 o n g e r g r o u n d o u r a s s u mp t i on o f 
intellectual intuition. 
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I n its p 1 ace, Kant heeds that n ec es s i t y and u n i v er s a 1 it y w h i ch thought 
claims as its distinguishing marks, while noting Hume's revelation that these 
marks cannot arise from experience. As a result, he seeks to establish the sort 
of knowledge possible for man. In doing so, he attempts to complete Socratic 
inquiry by rendering the Socratic quest for self-knowledge absolute. He 
convenes a tribunal which " ... calls reason to undertake ..a.Dfill the most difficult 
of al 1 its tasks, namely that of self knowledge" (Axi). "This tribunal is no 
other than the critique of pure reason" (Axii). 

Kant views his critical inquiry as a Copernican Revolution, as a complete 
reversal of our point of view. As one who executes reversals, a critical 
philosopher cannot help but view these questions which led Aristotle and Plato 
to wonder. But this time when we gaze upon the heavens, the activity which we 
come to know, rather than culminating in something divine, springs entirely from 
within. In the process of inquiring anew, our very questions have turned 
themselves around, and done so permanently. Although Kant proffers his 
Copernican turn as a hypothesis in. the Preface, it becomes final and apodictic 
as soon as Kant denies intellectual intuition. We find nothing other than self
activity in the manifold upon which we gaze, because theoretical reason lacks 
access to an i ntel 1 igence which gives. 

The argument in which Kant denies intellectual intuition grounds and shapes 
the entire Critique. The Critique, in fact; opens with it. Kant even repeats 
this argument when he begins the B Deduction, suggesting that this argument 
alone can correctly and completely break the ground for critical philosophy. 

The crucial section of the deduction, its discussion of apperception, 
returns to and resolves an aporja which gave birth to much Greek Philosophy. 
This aporja is the origin of the unity we find among the many. Plato and 
Aristotle each developed an ontology in order to resolve this question, which 
Socrates first uttered as '.:t.i ~'. Socrates came upon this aporja by 
wondering about analytic unity. He asks why many different things (1 ike the 
virtue of a child, and a man, and a horse) exhibit a common character which we 
can name ('virtue'). Nevertheless, both Plato, in the Sophist, and Aristotle, 
in De Anjma and the Metaphysics, come to ask questions about synthetic unity: 
"Let us explain, then, how it is that we call something ••• by several names." 
( Sop h i st 251 a). 

Likewise, Kant considers the Critique an ontology (8873). While he begins 
his discussions of apperception with analytic unity, with the universality of 
the I think, he, too, soon focusses upon synthetic unity. Despite these 
similarities, however, Kant's inquiry spawns a revolution because the general 
problem of pure reason does not hinge upon whatness. Kant does not begin with 
something that is one with itself and then explain manifoJdness by viewing 
synthetic unity as the fragmentation of this self-identical on~ Instead, the 
problem of pure reason passes beyond the Greek investigation in order to seek 
the possibility of any unity whatsoever. Kant begins by asking how, .f.rQin 
jjyersjty, a thing can arise ..9..t..all. Kant comes to the problem of the one and 
the many by way of an insight into the significance which objects hold for the I 
that thinks. 

Hence Kant ushers us into the B Deduction by placing before us the problem 
of the one and the many insofar as he confronts us with our own fundamental 
acknowledgement of combined wholes and manifolds. When we look about us, we 
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find both unity and diversity when we find objects. In order to unfold this 
fact, Kant seeks the source which makes these presentations possible, he claims 
that if we know the source of their possibility, we can know their value (824). 
But why does Kant think that knowledge of the conditions which make something 
possible wil 1 enable us to determine its reality and meaning? Why must the 
~xamination of thinking, an activity, and the investigation into being, an 
inquiry which for Aristotle presupposed inquiry into existence, become a search 
for conditions, for possibility? Hume claims that we can know nothing with 
certainty until we know the knower. Is it a belief in the ability of certainty 
to characterize knowledge and truth that leads Kant to pose the general problem 
of pure reason by asking .h.o.w. a priori synthetic judgements are possible CB19) 
rather than by asking:~~ knowledge? 

Whatever his reason, Kant separates our presentation of combination from 
that of manyness in terms of the manner in which each can become possible to us 
and, so, become ours. while we can receive manyness, we can never receive 
combination. He explains this by claiming that combination is possible only if 
it is an act and as an act, only if it belongs exclusively to the subject 
(8130). 

In order to explain these cl aims about combination and its possibility, 
this preparatory section, after thus stating Kant's assumption of the unity of 
experience, returns to that other argument which rests upon this assumption, the 
argument which prefaces the Aesthetic. This grounding argument (this 
Grundsatze) both delineates Kant's field of inquiry and shows us, after ushering 
us into this field, why the Critique is~ place we ought to enter and why we 
must remain in it. 

In some sense, this argument performs a peculiar function in the critical 
structure Kant desires to build. It provides a paradigm for the task of the 
entire Critique because it renounces intellectual intuition in order to break 
the ground and pre.pare the way for critical philosophy, a philosophy which has 
as its main task the " ••• clearing, as it were, and levelling of what has 
hitherto been wasteground" (Axxi) in order to make room for faith <Bxxx). 

More strikingly, it provides a paradigm of the activity which a critical 
phi 1 osopher performs. It enacts before us, in microcosm, the activity of 
reversal which the entire Critique will execute. Kant needs the particular 
reversal which this argument carries out to~ him to define his terms. 
Accordingly, the argument forges before our eyes the meaning of the words which 
the Critique will use. (Perhaps this explains Kant's frequent use of equivocal 
words here-their meaning reverses itself often even within the same sentence.) 

As the argument begins, the words sti 11 retain the general meaning they 
held .for Aristotle. In Aristotle, too, all knowing depends on an exhibiting, a 
showing forth. When the soul knows, it acts. Knowledge is an activity which 
involves a relation between that which knows and the thing known (even thought 
the separation between these two ultimately disappears). For Aristotle, too, 
immediacy characterizes intuition. Al 1 knowledge depends on the fact that 
objects affect us, and so depends on mediated reception. Yet by the time we 
finish these opening lines, these words have become critical. They no longer 
mean what they once did. After having thus turned our words from their former 
meanings, Kant can state his definitions in terms of the Copernican Revolution. 
How did this metamorphosis, this about-face, happen? 
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The argument grounds itself in Kaht's observation that the radical or 
cardinal nature of al 1 human knowledge consists in its presentational character. 
This observation seems to entail some sort of return to the Greek notion of 
sensible form except that Kant regards sensibility as presenting 
undifferentiated otherness, rather than aspects, and therefore does not 1 imit 
presentation to sensibility. Further, Kant assumes this presentational nature 
to be the essence of knowledge; he assumes it to be absolute. In this way, Kant 
begins to commit critical philosophy to an 'empirical' point of view, to a truth 
which p'rimari 1 y relies upon and concerns itself with that which we happen to 
find as actual. Thus the understanding can only use its concepts to judge and 
not to contemplate (8a3). Thus, too, Kant considers science (rather than story
telling's playful evocation of memory and interpretation or dialectic's 
movement) as the paradigm of human knowing because it provides the one instance 
in which an appearance presents itself without qualification. Unlike Descartes, 
then, Kant need not st i pu 1 ate a rb itra ri 1 y that knowledge be certain. Instead, 
certainty simply results from its presentational nature. 

As a result of this observation, Kant concludes that our knowledge must 
involve two aspects. It involves something pl aced before, or given, and 
something before which that other can stand , something which can know and 
therefore can act. For when we reflect upon experience, we find certain 
activities which we can't regard as things we receive from without. Rather than 
something sensibly given, they must result from faculties , powers, of our own 
(8132 & 8515) . Thus Kant begins with a consciousness of ourselves as capable of 
acting - a consciousness of ourselves which we earn by means of logical 
reflection. For Kant claims that I lack immediate consciousness - intuition -
either of the I (of theoretical activity unique to myself), or of its 
possibility. 

Kant then separates the two aspects of human knowing (that which is placed 
before and that which acts) into an utter opposition, because human activity, as 
finite, cannot create its object but must receive it. Such dependancy takes 
place " ••• in man at least (only) insofar as the mind is affected in a certain 
way"(Al9). Rather than postulating the mind's connection with divine 
intelligence, Kant asserts that we receive only through our sense organs. 

Now, while Aristotle possessed knowledge - 'logical consciousness'-of inner 
activity, he asserted that our ability to act became fully ' actual only with the 
aid of something divine - namely, Active Intellect. By assuming the absence of 
any such connection, Kant considers (B847) the activity of the mind as a 
spontaneous or unconditioned activity which arises wholly from within. In this 
way, Kant makes possible not merely a soul, but a self, an I. 

On the basis of this assumption, the Aesthetic proceeds to disclose the 
spatial and temporal character whiCh marks our ability to be affected. 
According to Kant, our sensibility by . its very nature makes us present 
everything as either outside and alongside, before or after. 

For in order that certain sensations be referred to something 
outside me (that is, to another region of space from that in which I 
find myself), and similarly, in order that I may be able to present 
them as outside and a 1 on gs i de one another, and according 1 y, as not 
only different but in different places, the presentation of space must 
be presupposed. (838 and for time, 846) 
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Pr imar ily, t he a pr i or i s pat ial and temporal manifolds pres ent ot herness, 
fo r t he y set e ach pres e ntat ion a part from a l 1 el se, in i s ol atio n : " ••• for e ach 
presentation , i ns ofar as it is .. contained in a single moment, can never be 
a n Y t h i n g b u t a b s o l u t e u n i t y " ( A 9 9 ) • B u t b e c a u s e t h e s e f o r m s s e t mM~ 
presentations apart within a shared context , e ach impre ss ion stands in 
a s sociation~ others. Yet although they therefore do no t rema in utterly 
foreign to one another , because the parts of space and time stand external to 
~ne another , no intriris ic connection between 'nows ' or 'heres' can present 
1tsel f • . Consequently, I cannot receive any connections between presentations. 
The very nature of the manifold prohibits this , for moments can only fol low .1J..P.Qil. 

one another , and spaces can only stand MX.t .iQ one another. Since I must 
receive everything into these formal intuitions, al 1 that I can receive incurs 
automatically a differentiation which mere passivity cannot overcom~ From the 
external relations of 'alongside' or 'after' we cannot derive the internal 
relation of 'belonging to'. Thus Kant can claim that we receive nothing but 
utt er diversity, without requiring ~ knowledge of the mechanics whereby the 
s ens es r eceive. · 

If sensibility provides nothing but otherness, and if we nevertheless 
pronounce a priori synthetic ~udgements which concern internal connect ions or 
s ame ness, t he nature of the mind ' s activity must dif f er from energeja. My act 
could not simply actualize whatever I happen to receive. It must primarily be 
a n act which gives somet hing uniquely its own . Kant thu s views thi s act as a 
function , rather t ha n as a pleasurable activity in which the s ubject i s fully 
itself. 

Aristotle expresses this latter view in his consideration of the intellect 
as the form of forms (432a2). For him, the mind in knowing becomes the essence 
whose activity in matter bears the responsibility for all that matter becomes. 
W h i 1 e Kant w o u 1 d a g re e that t he m i n d i s t hat w h i c h ma k es i ts obj ec t a 't h i s • 
C412a7) , he does not focus upon identity , upon the 'i s ' in the way that 
Ar i stot le does . For Kant , the very 'making' arises from the mind . Ka nt view s 
the mind, not as a form, but i's formeitive. It possesses an integrity unique to 
i t s el f . Its action upon its mattf:r resembles the work of an algebraic func t ion. 

Such forrnc,tive work differs frorr1 that of P.ristotel ian essence. Aristotle 
considers intellectual form a final cause. Therefore, intellectual form,~ 
ll.QJ;Ll_e, directs the sensible towards itself by means of desire . Because Kant 
opposes (83) the sensible and intel l~ctual stems of our f ac ulty of presentatior , 
domination and limitation characterize the activity of thought rather than 
fulfillment of potential. For Ki nt, the efficacy of form der i ves from that of 
power. Its fruit is legislaticn. No lon9er do understanding and sensibility 
d i f f e r o n l y i n so f a r a s o n e p res e n t s a s a c t u a l t h e u n ; v f_) r s a 1 s w h i c h t he o th e r 
contains as ih. potent i a 1. Instead spontaneity , ~ understand.ing, subordinates 
(unterwirft - U1rows under (,A.108)) the rnanifol d h i itself, thereby transforminQ 
it . 

Yet despite this opposition , experience exhibits a unitary character; we 
experience wholes, or object s , and our experience itself seems to form a whole, 
which we cal 1 knowledge. As a combination which 1.;11ites the manifold, a whole 
requires something other than the sensible ma n ifold and its synthesis - the 
gathering together of its multiplicities. 
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But t he co nce pt o f c ombin atio n in c lud es, besi des t he 
conce pt o f t he ma ni fold a nd its s ynt hesis, a 1 so t he co nce pt o f t he 
uni t y of t he man i fol d. Combi nati on is presentat i on of t he s ynt het ic 
unity of the manifol d. The p rese ntation of t h is uni ty cannot 
t herefore ar i se o ut of combin ati on . On t he co ntra ry , it is what, by 
a ddi ng i tse l f to t he p resentat i o n of t he ma ni fo ld , f i rst ma kes 
possi bl e t he concept of t hi s comb i nati on. {813 0- 1) 

We c a nnot rece iv e comb i natio n fro m o bjects bec a use t he combin a tion t hat 
di st inguishes an obj ec t as an obj ect c an only resul t from a n active uni t y. I f I 
deny thi s, not only mu st I deny t he sel f, bu t I a l so come to cont r adict myse l f. 
Ka nt il 1 ust r at es t hi s wh e n, in imi tat ion o f Hume, he attempt s to c onstruct an 
object of exp e rience "from t he bott om up" : 

For e ven t hough we s ho uld ha v e t he pow er o f ass oc i at ing 
perceptio ns, it wo u l d rema in e ntire ly und ete rmin e d a nd acc id e nta l 
whether t hey woul d t hemse l ves be associabl e; and s hould t he y not be 
associable, there mig ht exist a mu ltitude of perceptions, and indeed 
an entire sensibility, in which much empirical co nsc i ousness wou ld 
arise in my mind but in a state of separation and without belonging to 
consciousness of myself. This however is impossible. For it is only 
because I ascribe all perceptions to one original consciousness 
{original apperception) that I can say of al 1 perceptions that I am 
conscious of them. CA121-2) 

Kant finds that Hume's argument forces h i m into equivocatio n. The word 
'my' splits into two in a way that Kant cannot permit, because he clai ms no 
presentation can stand withi n me and yet not be me. The 11', t hen, is 
universal. All that can be present i n t he wor ld can be present in t his un ity. 

The task of the deduction becomes the searc h for t h is principle wh ich we 
must always presuppose - this unity from which alone t he col l ected ma nifol d of 
an object and the logical manifold of ana l ysis can arise, a un ity whose altered 
image we find in the connected manifolds of fi gurative s ynthesis. We stri ve 

••• to foll ow up t he i nn er gro und of t he co nnection of 
presentations to the~ upon which t hey all converge i n order t hat 
they may therein acquire the unity of knowledge necessary for a 
possi b le experience. CA 116 ) 

The endeavor of the critical philosopher, resemb l es - at l east in part -
that of the platonic dialectician. Both seek, after l ong practice of attention, 
to separate t he one fro m the many, and to s how as i de ntical t h in gs wh ich at 
first appear other. 

Yet Kant describes the task of the critical philosopher as unique 
("hitherto rarely attempted" (890)). For while the dialectician dissects given 
concepts in order to render them more distinct, the critical philosop her 
dissects the faculty CMogljcbkejt) and so, the possibility of the understanding 
itself in order to take that which he in order discovers by analysis to trial 
CB90) . Such a philosopher does not merely separate the one from the many. He 
acts as judge. Kant considers this transformation of the philosopher necessary, 
because, for Kant, the dialectician, beginning with concepts and understanding 
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them merely in terms of their presence, abstracts them from the activity which 
gives rise to them. As a result , such presence, whi 1 e it has transcendental 
meaning, fails to render comprehensible the relation which concepts bear to a 
particular object - the relation which the dialectician claims to unfold. 

Kant claims that the unity which the critical philosopher seeks stands 
behind the categories and makes them possible. Like the Good, this unity 
resides 'beyond being', and so also resides beyond speech - behind our ordinary 
ways of thinking and knowing. As Kant says: 

We must therefore look yet higher for this unity, namely in 
that which itself contains the ground of the unity of diverse concepts 
in judgement and therefore of the possibility of the understanding, 
even as regards its logical employment. (8131) 

Yet while behind speech, Kant speaks and writes about this unity and claims 
to do so accurately, without needing the aid of myth. Whatever enables Kant to 
do this renders critical philosophy possible. For only the resolution of this 
paradox can legitimate Kant's claim to paradox an ontology - to meaningful 
knowledge which speaks, not about appearances, ~ut about being, the.ultim.ate 
ground of all presentations. Yet how do we acquire access to something which, 
as one, remains empty in itself? 

Kant claims that when being turns outward to work in the manifold, it 
yields determinate knowledge. But what sort of knowledge does being yield about 
itself? That relation provides the key to intelligibility Kant has shown - but 
what about the intel 1 igibi l ity of rel at ion? In other words, does critical 
philosophy itself constitute definite or determinate knowledge? 

The character of the knowledge which critical philosophy yields corresponds 
to its two faces -to the two questions it seeks to answer. Insofar as Kant 
ascertains what and how much reason can know a priori, he provides determinate 
knowledge, for he discloses the relation of apperception to sensibility by 
establishing its objective reality without specifying its particular functions. 
Even though such a demonstration must investigate the nature of the faculty of 
thought, Kant claims it need not investigate the ve~y.poss~bil it~ of that 
faculty. This latter inquiry, the second face of the Critique, investigates the 
pa rticulars which condition .Q.UI. faculty of thoug~t (the doctri~e of figur~tive 
synthesis and the Schematism), and which constitute the particular experience 
which we as men have (The System of All Principles). 

In order to make this second inquiry, Kant must completely specify the 
understanding, which he attempts to accomplish by providing an inventory which 
completely exhausts its powers CB105). Such knowledge can proclaim itself as 
definite, because its object in presenting itself, presents the order and system 
peculiar to it. Such an object fixes its own.boundaries. Perhaps, t~~~, there 
remains one form into which we still have insight-that of reason. CBX111). 

Tran$cendental philosophy, in seeking for its 
concepts, has the advantage and the duty of proceeding according to a 
single principle. For these concepts spring, pure and unmixed, out of 
the understanding which is an absolute unity; and must therefore be 
connected with each other according to one concept or idea. Such a 
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connection supplies us with a rule, by which we are enabled to assign 
its proper pl.ace to each pure concept of the understanding, and by 
which we can det ermine in an a priori manner their systematic 
comp 1 eteness. (892) 

The Table of Catagories provides the rule, but what concept or idea unites 
its diversity? We cannot deduce this manifold from the I think. Kant cl a ims 
that we can never know t he reason why we have such and so many categories. 
(8145- 6) 

Because the unity from which the manifold concepts spring must remain 
forever unknown , Kant's philosophy transforms the Platonic ideas into rules 
which guide the understanding, so critical ontology itself performs a regulative 
function because its negative doctrine clarifies reason and keeps it free from 
error (825) . 

Yet t he way in which Critique regulates our faculties differs from t hat in 
which our ot her ideas check sensibility and reason, insofar as critical 
philosophy regulates them by the knowledge which it yields. Not empty in 
itself, Cri t ique presents neither probable speculation, nor the mere appearance 
of our act , but what happens in fact. Indeed, only insofar as Critique speaks 
truly about spontaneity can Kant.call it an ontology. But how does it do this? 
That is , how can I speak accurately about a principle which resides beyond 
speech? How can I speak truly and meanjngfull~ about a unity which stands 
~, aloof from the sensibility which alone can provide it with meaning? 

Kant establishes a necessary connection between the two stems, and thus 
explains the possibility of all experience, by revealing an I think which shares 
the nature of Janus, the Roman god of passage. Indeed, this supreme principle, 
which the critical philosopher undertook to find, embodies in itself the 
Copernican reversal . Its two faces provide the unity of myself as thinking and 
the unity of objects , those things which stand against me: "The original and 
necessary consciousness of the identity of the self is thus at the same time a 
consciousness of an eQual~ necessary unity of the synthesis of all possible 
appearances ••• "(Al08). These two faces can occur together only because the I 
think peculiar to me, the ultimate particular, lacks its own content. It lacks 
individuality, so that the I which thinks presents something perfectly general: 

Through this I or he or it (the thing) which thinks nothing 
further.is presented than the transcendental subject of thoughts= x. 
(8346) 

I think myself only as I do An.)'.. object in general from 
whose mode of intuition I abstract. (B429) 

In grammar, the 'person' of a verb indicates the rel at ion which a speaker 
holds t o his act of speaking. If critical philosphy reduces second person to 
the first by transferance, and renders first and third person indistinguishable, 
then not only grammar, but our very understanding of 1 anguage - of what it means 
to speak - must undergo a critical reversal. What relation does the 
transcendental "I" hold to the experience it yields, and how does it become 
aware of this right relation? For an object, the analytic connection between 
identity and objectivity signifies a special kind of unity. What does it mean 
for the self which Critique reveals? 
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Kant expresses the significance which the analytic connection holds for the 
I think when he designates it an empirical proposition, for in doing so he 
reveals this purely ~llectual presentation to bear the mark of empir;ical 
givenness: 

The I think expresses an indeterminate empirical intuition, 
i.e. perception (and thus shows that sensation, which as such belongs 
to sensibility, 1 ies at the root of this existential 
proposition) ••• W1thout some empirical presentation to supply the 
materi a 1 for thought, the ~ I think wou 1 d not take p 1 ace... (8422-
3) 

Because empirical givenness conditions the intel 1 igible insofar as it 
provides the occasion which renders the possible actual, my act can obtain 
meaning only insofar as it bears some relation to sensibility. As an ability 
which fails to supply its own material, the I think wears the face of both my 
ident1ty and the object in general then, because it includes within itself 
something other than itself. As rules of combination, the categories involve 
consciousness or inner sense. Therefore the empirical I and transcendental I do 
not oppose one another as fragments, but belong together of themselves; 
intellectual synthesis ~ludes the transcendental synthesis of imagination 
CA118). But the dependance which the emptiness of my act necessitates extends 
even further, for because I require an intuition of the permanent in order to 
fix 1n time those appearances which fill inner sense, inner sense includes 
consciousness of a relation to actual things distinct from myself and therefore 
also includes consciousness of that to which this outer sense refers: 

Consciousness of my (empirically determined) existence is 
.Qt~~ .:t.iJiw an immediate consciousness of the existence of other 
things outside me. (8276) 

While I do not spatially locate my thoughts, feelings, or moods, only a 
spatial analogy can enable me to think of them in time - can render 
comprehensible what I mean by simultaneous or successive: 

How it is possible that from a given state an opposite 
state should follow, not only cannot be conceived by reason without an 
example, but is actually incomprehensible to reason without 
intuition ••• For in order that we may afterwards make inner intuitions 
thinkable, we must present time (the form of inner sense) 
figuratively, as a line, and the inner alteration through the drawing 
of this 1 ine, and so in this manner by means of outer intuition make 
comprehensible the successive existence of ourselves in different 
states. CB291-2) 

Inner occurrences, mental happenings, make sense for me only if I set them 
against a spatial or 'physical' background. Thus, sim.ply because the empiric~l 
provides the only condition for the a priori, it also provides the terms in 

which we comprehend the categories. (And so, schematization alters the meaning 
of the categories: magnitude becomes number, reality becomes sensation in 
genera 1, substance becomes the permanence of the rea 1 in ti me, and so on 
( Bl83)) • 
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This helps explain the Critique's reliance.upon spati~l metaphors - and 
thereby presses us to inquire into the degree in which critical philosophy 
relies upon such metaphors in its attempt to disclose our act of determining. 
What sort of knowledge can the critical philosopher attain about "the being 
itself" (B429) if he can only describe the work which being performs in the 
manifold in terms of the sensible stem - in terms of something which being 
definitely cannot resemble] That is, how can criticism yield philosophy - or 
anything more than mere descriptions of appearances? If intuition alone can 
give a concept meaning, how did the transcendenta 1 terms about which ontology 
speaks and upon which the Critique relies acquire the meaning they hold for me? 
How do I understand 'unity', or 'subjective' and 'objective'? 

As experimental, critical philosophy begins by allowing certain 
observations the status of facts. By assuming experience in this way, it also 
presupposes our familiarity with words. As a Copernican revolution, Critique 
endeavors to turn these words around - to give them their proper critical sense. 
Thus, because we receive the I think empirically, each of us can know what sort 
of thing critical philosophy investigates. The Critique then transforms this 
pre-critical awareness of inner and outer into a critical recognition of 
subjective and objective unity - figurative and intellectual synthesis. 

But from what do I obtain my pre-critical awareness of unity? Because Kant 
can identify unity as the element most crucial to both identity and objects he 
can assert their relation as analytic, and with this assertion the deduction can 
begin. But how do I know what sort of thing 'unity' means? For while 
combinations continually present themselves to me, an object in general never 
does. Indeed, while an atemporal substance likewise never presents itself to 
me, I can nevertheless think such a substance as 'that which' I never predicate 
of anything else although I predicate other presentations of it. While this 
thought, as an abstraction, cannot enable me to know what sort of thing my word 
'that' refers to, it nevertheless stands apart as a transcendental meaning, a 
logical function which I perform. CB186-7 & 8305). Critical philosophy 
however, seeks no mere category, but a function common to al 1 the categories. 
Thus the task of the critical philosopher reveals itself as the search for a 
logical function which can occupy no unique place in the Table of Judgements 
since it must ground and express itself equal 1 y in each of twelve different 
categories. 

If we cannot find a transcendental meaning for this special unity, then the 
critical philosopher lives in a borrowed world. For in presupposing experience 
and relying upon observation, he must have presupposed a more primordial inquiry 
- the one which renders intelligible the words which he uses but whose meaning 
he cannot supply. 

Yet apperception has a Janus-face; Kant describes the ultimate principle of 
consciousness as a principle of knowledge ••• "a form of presentation in general; 
i.e., of presentation insofar as it is to be entitled knowledge, for it is only 
of k now 1 edge th at I can say that I am t he re by t h i n k i n g some th i n g" ( A3 4 6 ) • W h y 
must the transcendental I look away from itself and towards the empirical and 
contingent in order to bear fruit? ·And what is the nature of such unitary 
looking - the activity from which all knowledge arises? Kant claims that the 
direction of fruitful thought necessarily becomes outward because finitude marks 
al 1 discursive understanding insofar as its 'I am' can give nothing manifold 
(8138). Thus our thought can only obtain meaning from the sensible stem. It 
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can never turn back to reflect directly upon itself. Any such attempt would 
presuppose its object. 

As a result, we lack direct access to our act, to ourselves. Whatever 
knowledge of the act of determining we can gain (and we do not learn everything, 
for the art of schematism remains mysterious, as does the reason for our twelve 
categories or our particular sensible forms), we acquire by logical analysis . of 
the work which our act effects in the manifold. Although Critique provides an 
ontology which as such cannot primarily speak about appearances, it nevertheless 
reveals only an effect whose cause - the root of the transcendental self -
remains unknown. Because I am conscious of myself only as something which in 
~ ..a&1 exists CB423) , my examination of theoretical activity can reveal nothing 
more than mere relation. For if I know myself only as a correlate - as a 
rel at ion which X holds to Y, Kant cl aims I can know nothing about X in itself. 
The activity of a logical I, then, reveals nothing about the actor - the I which 
is in itself (8320-1). 

This denial not only completes being's transformation from substance into 
relation, it also completes its fragmentation into the three rudimentary senses 
which the Greeks first noted. This fragmentation began in the argument which 
opens and grounds the Critique, for when Kant separates our faculty of 
presentation into two opposing stems, he separates presence as sens i b 1 e form 
from activity. Kant's further separation of sensible form from ousja 
constitutes the main fruit of the aesthetic, for on the basis of the proofs it 
offers, Kant concludes that the sensible stem can yield nothing more than mere 
appearances. The first chapter of the Analytic of Concepts carries this 
separation yet further, for when Kant dismisses the dialection and his Table of 
J u d gem en ts as a me re tl~ to t he C r i t i ca 1 p h i 1 o sop he r an d h i s Tab 1 e of 
Categories, he separates the presence of logical form from the. activity which 
gives rise to it. And finally, in separating the actor from his activity, Kant 
separates ousja from activity (a separation with which he concerns himself most 
fully in the Paralogisms). 

As a result of the critical transformation and fragmentation of being, the 
principle of apperception must exhibit the dual nature of Janus, for only in 
this dual nature can it be fully itself, can it bear fruit by becoming actual 
rather than abiding in barren possibility, can it obtain meaning. 

Aristotle thought that I fully understand the meaning of an object only 
when I know the cause (ajtja) which bears the responsibi 1 ity for 'what' the 
object is. But when Kant turns the activity of knowing from fixing an object's 
last or perfect differentia {li]_..e..u.:t_a djaphora) to legislating its ultimate 
possibi 1 ity, .Kant separates intel 1igibi1 ity from meaning, distributing them 
among the two opposing stems. Yet because apperception speaks with a double
edged voice, although Kant designates it a point - something which in itself can 
comprise nothing of magnitude - as the unity of a manifold , apperception can 
take upon itself the meaning of that for which it acts. Thus I can understand 
i nte l 1ectua1 unity in the same way that I understand the categories, s i nee an 
object in general, as a function .f.Q.r. sensibility in general, provides the 
condition which enables me to relate manifolds. Intellectual unity, then, 
presents the logical function which frees me from the manifold in order to 
reflect upon it and infer its conditions. Thus critical philosophy speaks truly 
about being - and in so doing provides an ontology - not because it presents an 
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account of the things that are, but because it presents an account of the 
ultimate conditions which in fact ground all that presents itself to me. 

Such an account turns being from actuality to possibility while speaking at 
the same time about a merely logical I. Thus while the understanding must 
determine sensibility in order for us to know an object, on a more primordial 
level, the critical reversal suggests that sensibility must determine the 
understanding. After all, does not the sensibility empower the understanding by 
providing the occasion which yields meaning-and therefore also real possibility 
to a merely intellectual form? (8302) Does not the Refutation of Idealism 
suggest that the two faces of apperception have, as arbiters, the two faces of 
my sensibility - inner and outer sense? If so, the Copernican Revolution - the 
turn to the necessary harbored within the self-masks a turn to the contingent. 
Whi 1 e sti 11 a turn to the self {to mere appearances which exist only in my 
sensibility), such a turn will always threaten to reverse itself and return us 
once more to the Ptolemaic point of view. For in yielding appearances, 
sensibility also yields the hope which grounds Cat least in part) Greek ontology 
- the hope that if I only penetrate deeply enough into the manifold, I will come 
into contact with that which stands behind it. Simply because apperception must 
turn to the manifold, it turns to something which lures it beyond its activity 
of lifting presentations to concepts and into penetration - beyond its island of 
truth and into an ocean where fogbanks and swiftly melting icebergs provide the 
only ground. But unlike Simmias, and Cebes, we need not " ••• select the best and 
most dependable theory which human intelligence can supply and use it as a raft 
to ride the sea of 1 ife ... "(Phaedo,85c-d). For Critique transforms this 
illusion, and uses its strength to provide us with safe passage into the 
intelligible realm, although it can never help us attain either these further 
shores or that knowledge about theoretical reason which Critique cannot supply. 

For since we cannot prove the absolute impossibility of intellectual 
intuition, the illusion which sensibility presents remains always before us. 
When unchecked, it alters our persepective of living within the world to one of 
living at the surface of a world. Then, questions about things we never 
experience wil 1 always entice us (A30), and the negative doctrine which Critique 
provides for the objective face of apperception would continually fail to 
satisfy it. But when I combine these questions with the map which the Analytic 
provides, I attain the negative, limiting concept of a noumenon: 

What our understanding acquires through this concept of a 
noumenon is a negative e~tension; that is t6 say, understanding is not 
1 imited through sensibility; on the contrary, it itself 1 imits 
sensibility by applying the term noumena to things in themselves. 
(8312) 

By means of this .:t.fil:m, I check the pretensions of sensibi 1 ity. For the 
thought of a noumenal world transforms my inability to imagine this world - my 
inability to come to 'practical' terms with the doctrine of the Aesthetic - into 
~irrefutable proof of my inability to know this world. As a result, while 
sensibility can 1 imit the application of the categories and thus 1 imit what 
apperception can know, it fai 1 s to 1 imit what apperception can think. Thus the 
CrjtjQue itself wears the most remarkable Janus face of al 1, for when the 
understanding limits itself in knowledge, it frees itself in thought for 
'faith'. When ontology wears a Janus-face, it secures passage for the self. 
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What is t he va lue of the metaphys ics t hat i s a ll eged to be t hu s 
pu r i fied by c ri ticism and establi s hed once and f or al l ? On a cursory 
view of t he p res en t work ; i t ma y se em t hat i ts res u lts a re 
negative ••• But such t eaching at once acquires a pos i t i ve va lu e when we 
recogni ze that the principles with which s pecul at ive reason ventures 
out beyond its proper 1 imit s •• • properly belong t o s ensibility, and 
when thus employed they threaten to make the bounds of sensibility co
extensive with those of reason , and so supplant reason in its pure 
(practical) employment."CBxxi v-Bxxv). 

All revolutionaries claim to destroy in order to free. Yet the Antinomies 
reveal this critical revolution to do something more, for we require the 
negative principles of Critique in order to render possible, not only beliefs 
about freedom, but knowledge about nature as well . 

In the Dialectic, Kant claims that the unconditioned presents for human 
reason the 'veritable aby s s' CB641). In the cosmological ideas and the 
transcendental ideal , I work towards the unconditioned because its 
presupposition simply prescribes a rule to the underst anding. Bu t I do not 
presuppose the unknown substratum of the self simply in order to obtain a mere 
rule of action. I presuppose it as the basis of the action itself. Thus, in 
assuming our lack of intellectua l intuition, Critique commits itself and the 
other endeavors of theoretical reason to continually rest upon an abyss. Yet by 
carrying out this Copernican reversal and thereby denying objective reality to 
the questions which Plato and Arisotle raised , critical philosophy turns those 
questions around in order to endow them with a new function. Only by viewing 
the two faces of apperception can we free ourselves from the pretensions of the 
contingent and - by means of practic a l reason- secure a passage into the 
intelligible realm. Only by establishing the objective laws of the 
understanding- by establishing nothing to come from nothing - can Kant make room 
for the subjective postulates of reason - for something which promises passage 
across the schisms which have divided men for too long. Thus the final words of 
the Canon which presents the positive face of Critique, echos the words of Bacon 
which Kant has taken as his motto for this, his first CritiQue. 

But, it w11 l be said, is this al 1 that pure reason achieves in 
opening up prospects beyond the 1 imits of experience? Nothing more 
than two a rt i c 1 es of be 1 i ef? Su re 1 y the common understanding cou 1 d 
have achieved as much, without appealing to philosophers for 
counsel ••• But I may at once reply: Do you rea 11 y require that a mode 
of knowledge which concerns al 1 men should transcend the ·common 
understanding, and should only be revealed to you by Phi 1 osophers? 
Precisely what you find fault with is the best confirmation of the 
above assertions. For we have thereby revealed to us~ could .rurt. 
~.:the~ .hAY..e b.e..en foreseen , namely , that in matters which concern 
all men without distinction nature is not guilty of any partial 
distribution of her gifts and that in regard t o the essential ends of 
human nature the highest philosophy cannot advance further than is 
possible under the guidance which nature has bestowed even upon the 
most ordinary understanding. (8858- 9) 
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The Tragicomic Philosopher 
Ann Sitomer 

After love has been praised, the wine consumed, and most of the party 
either gone or fallen asleep, Aristodemus wakes at dawn to hear an argument 
between Socrates, Agathon and Aristophanes. Socrates is trying to make the two 
poets admit that the same man could have the knowledge required to write both 
tragedy and comedy. And Socrates' claim is a particular one: all tragic poets 
should be comic poets. 

Why P l at o c ho o s es th i s end i n g fo r the d i a 1 og u e, or rat he r co 1 1 ec t i on of 
encomia, is not clear. Aristodemus, our narrator, has fallen asleep as the 
conversation moved from the encomia to the discussion of poetry. The connection 
escapes us. A fruitful approach to this question would be to look into the 
dialogue to see how love and poetry can be discussed together. 

Let us direct our attention to the two poets who give their encomia to 
love, Aristophanes and Agathon. For a poet to praise love is more natural to 
his calling than it is for a lawyer or a doctor to praise love. While love 
ofte_n forms the subject of poetry, it rarely forms the subject of law or 
medicine, as it does for Pausanius and Eryximachus. Of the two poets, Agathon 
expresses a link between love and poetry. Yet unlike Pausanius and Eryx1machus, 
love is not the subject of Agathon's occupation. Rather, he claims love is the 
cause of poetry in all men. This seems an agreeable claim - indeed it is more 
agreeable than both Pausanius and Eryximachus claims. If it is so, then 
Socrates' assertion at the end of the dialogue may begin to make sense to us. 
A 11 men can fa 11 under the sway of 1 ove and can therefore become poets. Yet 
Agathon's inspiration fails to solve the puzzle that Socrates' strange claim 
presents. Agathon fai 1 s to mention two things explicit in Socrates' cl aim. 
These two things are the knowledge (epistasthaj) required to write poetry, and 
the di stinction and bringing together of the two skills (technaj) necessary to 
tragedy and comedy as particular kinds of poetry. 

Since Agathon's speech does not give us the footing we need to begin to 
discuss the issue which Socrates raises, let us turn towards Aristophanes' 
speech to find some clue to unravel Socrates' perplexing cl aim. Whi 1 e 
Aristophanes, like Agathon, composes a poem about love, he does not discuss 
poetry in the explicit way Ag at hon does. The c 1 ue seems to 1 i e in the form of 
the speech, for Aristophanes' speech strikes us as tragic , although Aritophanes 
is a comic poet. Perhaps Aristophanes himself manifests Socrates' claim that 
the same man can have the knowledge needed to write both tragedy and comedy. 
But as I have pointed out , Socrates' claim is a particular one •. He did n~t 
cl aim that the comic poet should be a tragic poet, but that the sk1 l led tragic 
poet should be a comic poet. Thus Aristophanes' speech presents us with a 
riddle. Yet b.efore we look into this riddle, let us first examine why 
Aristophanes' speech strikes us as tragic. 
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PROLOGUE IQ ARISTOPHANES' SPEECH 

Arist~phane~ compels Eryximachus to be on the lookout for anything absurd 
(~eloion) in Aristophanes' speech. But Aristophanes is not concerned that he 
w1l 1 say something which wil 1 make us laugh. Such words are native to his muse. 
Rather he fears that he wil 1 say something that wil 1 make the others jeer 
(catagal~) at him. Derision does not at al 1 seem proper to the muse of 
comedy because comedy makes us laugh with good humor, at the characters which it 
presents to us. Neither does derision seem proper to the muse of tragedy, for 
tragedy causes us to fear something or to pity some character. Derision may lie 
b~tween these two extremes. The comic poet makes us laugh with him at the 
situati~n and at the c~aracters he has created because we have an affinity with 
the ~UbJect which we w1l Jingly acknowledge. On the other hand, we often choose 
t~ d1s~ngage ourselves from a tragedy (in so far as we can) and feel fear and 
pity~ lf we have that same affinity with the tragic situation we do not so 
willingly .ackno.wle~ge i~ •. Derision is a way of laughing at something rather 
than 1 aughing with it; lt is a means of separating ourselves from what we 1 augh 
at without sep~ratin~ ourselves to the extent of feeling fear and pity. Thus, 
the speech ~h1ch Aristophanes plans to compose is neither strictly comic nor 
t r.p g i c • A ri stop ha n es' f ea r of de r i s i on suggests that he i n tends to compose a 
poem which somehow partakes in both tragedy and comedy. 

Er~ximach~s then makes a strange demand on the poet. He warns Aristophanes 
to speak nothing he cannot defend. This demand reminds us of the d; st i net ion 
between right opinion and knowledge which Diotima will make. Any claim which 
can be supported by reason we ca 11 know 1 edge. Yet we a 11 ow poets to teach us 
with right opinion; we do not challenge them as we would challenge a geometer. 
In~erestingly en~u~h, Er~ximachus does not uphold this challenge after 
Aristophanes has finished h1s speech. Although it seems that Aristophanes would 
be hard p~t to defend the claims he has made concerning the original state of 
m~n and h1s fall.' something in his story rings true for Eryximachus and he is 
s11 enced. Eryximachus tel 1 s Aristophanes that he has listened to the speech 
wi~h pleasure. We know that he has been made to see the power of 1 ove through 
Aristophanes eyes. There is nothing more that one can demand of the poet. 

Ili.E SPEECH 

~ristophanes begins his speech with a tale about the original state of man 
a~d his fall, or perhaps I should say "slice". The beginning of his speech 
differs from what the preceeding encomia have given us. Phaedrus and Pausanius 
have mentioned the origins of some gods - feeling comfortable with this 
enterprise ~ and they have al 1 spoken about man's present state. But it takes a 
certain amount of courage to describe the original state of man, for in order to 
compose such a tale one must first acknowledge his imperfection. We are often 
t~o ~ow a rd 1 y ~o admit that we are not perfect. Yet Aristophanes acknowledges 
his imperfection and he makes his audience acknowledge theirs by allowing them 
to laugh at it. Looking upon some state of man which was better than our own 
and knowing about man's fal 1 is tragic, but Aristophanes veils this tragedy in 
comedy. 

This awareness of our imperfection, although it strikes us as tragic, does 
n~t ~lways hav~ to strike us this way, at least according to Diotima. As 
D1ot1ma must point out to Socrates, an ignorant man can remain unaware that he 
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1 acks something; he desires nothing. On the other hand the wise man, if one 
exists, lacks nothing - but he also can desire nothing. If there must be 
someone between ignorance and wisdom, someone in the metaxu, that someone is 
Love. And Love is a friend of wisdom who is neither ignorant nor wise. Yet 
right opinion occupies the metaxu with Love, since it too resides between 
ignorance and wisdom. Diotima al lows Love what we al low to the poet, right 
opinion. This awareness of imperfection and the desire which accompanies right 
opinion need not become tragic if Love, the phi 1 osopher, has the resources to 
supply his deficiency. The child of both Pores and Penia, Love is sometimes 
resourceless. But unlike a tragic character, sometimes he is resourceful. 
Whatever his resources are, Diotima does not tell them to Socrates. On the 
other hand, Aristophanes gives his audience the resource they need in order to 
regain their original nature, and that resource is sex. 

Aristophanes' resource forces us to laugh, but this resource is what 
strikes us as the most tragic element in Aristophanes' speech. His creatures, 
once sliced, yearn to be together again. He calls this yearning love. Yet 
these tal 1 ies of men cannot know why they love each other in this way. A 
natural but inexplicable inclination possesses them. Thus they spend their time 
seeking their other half. When they find one of their kind they embrace him, 
never letting go. This inexplicable desire suggests two things. Like the poets 
of Plato's .l..Qn, these 1 overs must 1 abor without ever knowing why they must 
occupy themselves thus. Yet this desire immediately suggests something else to 
Aristophanes' audience just as the audience viewing a tragedy knows the outcome 
of the play to be inevitable, Aristophones audience also knows how and why man 
has fallen. They know beforehand the reason which lies behind such a desire and 
therefore acknowledge the gravity of the plight of these lovers. 

Aristophanes then tel 1 s of Zeus' concern about 'the state of the 1 overs. 
Men were dying out, their genitals were on their backsides and these lovers 
would not forfeit their embraces for the sake of propagating their rac~ Zeus 
alleviated the punishment he had imposed on men and moved their genitals around 
to their frontsides, so that when they embraces they would reproduce by and by. 
Yet Zeus had inadvertently given men a more complete union than they had had 
before. Thus sex resembles our state before.the fal 1. 

At first we must laugh at the claim that sex unites us, completes us and 
hea 1 s .us of the wound of our imperfection. Upon refl action however, we fear 
that sex cannot provide the entire cure or be of any duration. Aristophanes 
leaves us wondering if we have anything else which can express love and which 
can cure us or our ill~ This very thing perplexes Aristophanes' lovers. 

The sex tragedy manifests itself whenever two of a kind come together: 

No one could imagine this to be a mere amorous connection - sex 
for sex - or that such alone could be the reason why each rejoices in 
the other's company with so eager a zest: obviously the soul of each 
is wishing for something else which it cannot expess, only divining 
and darkly hinting at what it wishes. (192c6-d2) 

There is a sense that there must be something more although the lovers do 
not know what it might be. The only resource they have does not suffice. They 
are resourceless and therefore tragic. When Hephaestus asks them what they 
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want, the lovers fall into a state of aporja. Yet when he offers towel d the 
two of them into one the lovers feel sure that he has offered t hem exactly what 
they wanted. Their bodies would be one, as would their souls, since they could 
1 ive and die toget her. The s ugges tion having been made, is never realized. 
Even the grammatical structure of Hephaestus' offer points to the imposs ibility 
of such a union; he utters a st ring of protases with no apodasis. The lovers 
can never achieve any union like the union before the fall. The lovers have 
discovered , with the help of Hephaestus , what they want. Yet Arist ophanes leaves 
them without the resources to obtain it. They only have sex as the next best 
thing. 

.Il::iE TRAGICOMIC PHILOSPHER 

Aristophanes leaves these lovers in a state like the state in which 
Socrates leaves those who speak with him. As Ari stophanes' speech expresses a 
feeling of inadequacy an d imperfection that we might otherwise have overlooked 
or avoided, so Socrates forces someone to ac kn owledge the inadequacy an d 
imperfection of the wisdom he thoug ht he possessed. It is the task of the poet 
to shed light on things at which we might otherwise not look . In dramatic 
poetry, either we see somet hing which stands beyond our ken and power, and 
acknowledge our insignificance in relation to it - tragedy - or we see something 
ridiculous and laugh at it - comedy. In both cases we struggle between 
alienating ourselves from the action on the stage and allowing ourselves to be 
drawn into it. In this respect Aristophanes resembles Socrates; he forces us 
into a state of aporja. Yet un lik e the tragic poet (the comic poet) offers a 
resolution to the aporja he makes us feel. In Aristophanes' speech this 
resolution is sex. Socrates, on the other hand, cannot give such a resolution 
to the aporja into which he forces someone. If such a resolution in philosophy 
exists, Socrates leaves its discovery to the man with whom he converses. 

Alcibiades, who has not heard Socrates' encomium to love, comes to praise 
Socrates. He says Socrates' words resemble those of the poet because they will 
forever haunt you . Alcibiades always feels t he strange effect of Socrates' 
words even when he would rather not acknowledge them. In this way, Socrates' 
words are tragic; they leave t ho se who hear them in a state of tumult. Yet 
Alcibiades says that he does not fear this state; instead he fears t hat the 
seductive quality of Socrates' words might hold him forever at Socrates' side. 
The seductive quality of Socrates' poetry is its comic element. Alcibiades 
claims t hat Socrates "spends hi s whole life in chaffing an d making game of hi s 
fellow men," just as the comic poet depicts hi s fellow men as ridiculous. Thus 
Socrates resembles the comic poet in a twofold way. On the one hand he mock s 
the tragedy that all our knowledge is incomplete and in an ironic way claims 
that the only t hing we can know is what we don 't know . On the other _ ~~~d~ 
Socrates 1 ures men into this tragedy, which he veils as a comedy full of many 
wondrous things for them to obtain. These wonders are the knowledge of t he 
things in themselves. But such a good may never be realized. 

Socrates' encomium to love differed from the conversations to which 
Alcibiades referred. Love is the only matter which Socrates professes he 
understands. Philosophy, which is often so tragic for Alcibiades and others, 
becomes something quite different in Socrates' encomium. The philosopher no 
longer lacks resources in his pursuit of knowledge. Like the comic poet, 
Socrates gives the philosopher a resolution to the aporja in the Symposium -
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1 ove. Whereas . Diot ima could not name for Socrates the resources of love, 
Socrates understands t hat whatever love's resources might be they provide the 
only alternative for t~e tragic plight of the philosopher. Thus Socrates 
himself i s the tragic poet who must also be a comic poet. As Aristophanes sees 
a grain of tragedy in love, so Socrates finds a grain of tragedy in philosophy. 
In order not to remain resourceless in either case, each must find the comic 
element of resolution. 

Hymns to love are not enough. Socrates speaks not of hymns but of encomia 
- praise given in the spirit of comedy, in the spirit of resolution and happy 
endings. Socrates' comedy gives us an alternative to the tragedy of the 
imperfection of our knowledge and therefore gives us every reason for revelry • 
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In Defense of Proposition 35: Coincidence and 
Equality in Euclid's Elements, Book I 

Fawn Trigg 

In Common Notion four, Euclid states t hat things which coincide are equal . 
In Proposition 35 in Book I of the Elements he disproves the universality of its 
converse, for he shows that two figures can be equal even though they do not 
necessarily coincide. Euclid reveals this converse, which is not self-evident 
like the proposition, t hrough a consistent unfolding of the idea of equality. 
But to accept t his converse and the proof of Proposition 35, it is necessary to 
contend wit h several seeming difficulties. Two major objections are: (1) Euclid 
had no basis for asserting t he parallelograms as equal, since he had only proved 
things equal through coincidence, and those parallelograms do not coincide, and 
(2) he had no basis for subtracting the triangle from the parallelograms or for 
adding the triangle to the trapezia. The first objection results from 
misunderstanding Euclid ' s idea of eq ual ity an d coincidence, and the second 
arises from an unawareness of how Euc lid manipulates mathematical objects. 

To understand t he first problem of equality and coincidence, it is 
necessary to look at . how Euclid proves equality and what he proves equal. His 
use of triangles shows both . Her treats a single triangle as an entity which 
possesses distinct aspects of line and angle. When we compare two tr iangles, 
those aspects can coincide; t he triangle can be equal or unequal . We must 
maintain the distinction between t he figure itself, which is by definition 
space; 1 ines, which are the boundaries of a figure; a nd angles, which are the 
inclination of the lines. By maintaining these distinctions, Euc lid obliquely 
helps us understand the relationship that the aspects of a fig ure have to the 
figure. One clue is in his treatment of t he enunciation and subsequent use of 
th& conclusion of I 4. Euclid orders his words carefully: base equals base, 
triangle equals triangle, and angle equals angle respectively. Moreover he 
ne ve r deviates from this order anytime he uses I 4. Wh en I 4 proves the 
remaining sides equal (in I 12, I 24), a he repeats from the enunciation is 
base equals base. When I 4 proves figures equal (in I 6, I 34, I 35), he 
repeats base equals base and triangle equals triangle. When I 4 proves angles 
equal, he repeats all three parts in order . Why does Euclid treat this so 
consistently and carefully, if not to highlight something specific about the 
relation of the aspects of a triangle? Perhaps he intends to indicate a certain 
h i er a re h y f o.r comp a r i son i n t r i a n g l es, b u t f o r w hate v er re as o n he u s es th i s 
order, he shows the aspects of a triangle as distinct. Although one cannot 
separate aspects of a triangl e, one can distinguish them. 

Sir Thomas Heath does not help the situation when he paraphrases Procrus, 
who "like other commentators gives at this point. (after I 26) a summary of the 
cases in which the equality of two triangles in al 1 respects can be 
established." I think Euclid would disagree with two things in the statement: 
first, that there is more than one proposition up to this point proving the 
equality of triangles, and second, that there is more than one respect with 
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which triangles can be equal. We can judge the boundaries equal or unequal only 
with respect to length , and the angles equal or unequal only with respect to 
inclination. The triangle, the figure itself, can only be equal ·or unequal in 
one respect - that of space. 

Euclid demonstrates this distinction in the bisection proofs. In each. 
ca~e, h~ proves the angle, line, or figure bisected by comparing triangles, 
using different aspects for each. Equal bases prove a line bisected, and equal 
figures, triangles, prove a parallelogram bisected. He shows again how distinct 
the aspects are: angles are not compared to lines, lines are not compared to 
figures. 

The first half of Sir Thomas Heath's statement, in which he asserts the 
ex·istence of several congruence theorems, assumes more than Euclid actually 
µre· Ve!:-: • t.t ~.~ I E ~-c.ir:t Sir Thomas makes that statement, I 4 is the only 
proposition which proves the equality of triangles. I 8 proves only one angle 
equal, and I 26 proves the remaining sides and angle equal. The assumption that 
I 8 and I 26 prove triangles equal, although logically drawn, obscures what I 
think Euclid intends. Proclus says, and Sir Thomas agrees, that Euclid does not 
prove the triangles in I 8 and I 26 equal because such a proof would be 
redundant. I think that there is an additional rE:ason. With the enunciations 
as they are, Euclid is able to juxtapose I 4 and I 26 ih Propostion 34 and 
emphasize the difference between proving entire triangles equal and proving 
certain aspects equal. In I 26 Euclid uses I 4 to prove angles equal. Because 
of the way he ~reats I 4, he must state in the proof of I 26 that the triangle 
equals the triangle, It would have meant no extra steps if he had added "the 
triangle equals the triangle" to the enunciation c.1f I 26, yet he does not. In 
fact, by not adding these words, Euclid gives himself more work to do in I 34. 
I 34 needs I 26 to prove the angles equal, and then I 4 to prove the triangles. 
This is an especially striking reminder of the difference between a triangle and 
its aspects, since it falls immediately before I 35, in which he demonstrates 
that the equality of figures is independent of the equality of angles. 

Even if we do not anticipate the step to I 35, we should not be 
disconcerted by it. Asserting figures which do not coincide as equal 
contradicts nothing which Euclid has done before. This seems not only 
consistent, but prepared, since Euclid has been moving the idea of coincidence -
and hence equality - away from the seemingly physical id~a of application. In I 
4 we apply two separate triangles and they coincide. The two triangles in I 5 
share a common side. In order to apply them, we must either fold them together 
with the common side as an axis, or separate them and replace the common side. 
To apply the two triangles in I 16, we must rotate them around a point and then 
fold. I 34 combines the two, requiring both separating and rotating. By this 
point in Book I equality is not directly or obviously related to the coincidence 
of figures. Significantly, this most distant and gymnastic example occurs 
immediately before I 35, where the equality of figures is shown separately from 
the equality of lines and angles. 

Even accepting Euclid's conclusion, it is possible to object to the proof 
itself. One cor1 -Lr: .r.-'. ·ion is that Euclid had no grounds for subtracting the 
triangle from the parLllelograms or for adding the triangle to the trapezius. 
Although it is true t hat he had never added or subtracted figures · before, he has 
add~a and .subtracted angles. A comparison between the tw6 i~ · justifiable0 Both 
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a re bisected by l i nes, bounded by l i nes, · and can only t c: (:;: <11 , -;111 ,IJ ·\I 1 ruugh these 
boundaries. To add and subtract is not foreign , because he has been adding and 
subtracting angles ever since I 13. Division of space in a figure has a 
precedent, though the actual adding and subtracting does not. When Euclid 
bisects a paral lelcgram in I 34, he shows space as something divisible. 

Even without evidence to counter this and earlier objections, I 35 should 
not be suprising simply from a pedagogical point of view. Euclid treats 
converses carefui !~/, c.r:c original misunderstanding results directly from 
assuming a converse, that of Common Notion four, which should have never been 
assumed. When Euclid does disprove the universality of the converse, his proof 
is well prepared and both internally and externally consistent. I 34 culminates 
a comparison of equal objects which have the same shape; I 35 begins a new 
section, one which compares equal objects of different shapes. 

Connoisseur of Chaos 
Wallace Stevens 

I. A. A violent order is disorder; and 
B. A great disorder is an order. These 
Two things are one~ (Pages of illustrations.) 

II. If all the green of spring was blue, and it is; 
If the flowers of South Africa were bright 
On the tables of Connecticut, and they are; 
If Englishmen lived without tea in Ceylon, and they do; 
And if i t all went on in an orderly way, 
And it does; a law of inherent opposites, 
Of essential unity, is as pleasant as port, 
As pleasant as the brush-strokes of a bough, 
An upper, particular bough in, say, Marchand. 

III. After all the pretty contrasts of life and death 
Proves that these opposite things partake of one, 
At least that was the theory, when bishops' books 
Resolve the world. We cannot go back to that. 
The squirming facts exceed the squamous mind, 
If one may say so. And yet relation appears, 
A small relation expanding like the shade 
Of a cloud on sand, a shape on the side of a hill. 

IV. A. Well, an old order is a violent one. 
This proves nothing. Just one more truth, one more 
Element in the immense disorder of truths. 
B. It is April as I write. The wind 
Is blowing after days of constant rain. 
All this , of course , will come to summer soon. 
But suppose the disorder of truths should ever come 
To an order, most Plantagenet, most fixed 
a great disorder is an order. Now, A 
And B are not like statuary, posed 
For a vista in the Louvre. They are things chalked 
On the sidewalk so that the pensive man may see. 

V. The pensive man ••• He sees that eagle float 
For which the intricate Alps are a single nest. 
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Chaos in April, Order at Key West and 
the Planet on the Table 

Liz Waldner 

It appears to be a sy 11 og ism, does pa rt I of "Connoisseur of Chaos". Even 
de- or re- composed in mathemat ica 1 1 anguage, one might expect to di st i 11 from 
propositions A and B some universal c, source of the particularity if not the 
peculiar circularity of: some A is B, some Bis A. However, we are given to 
understand by one familiar with the matter--connoisseur being kin to connaitre: 
to know familiarly , to be acquainted with--that A and Bare one. Voi 1 a, the 
hoops nake, sw a llowing his t ail! Voici, a moody nothing, expanding into squirm! 
What makes these goings- round? 

The activi t y of see ing is the necessary (but not self- suffic i ent) cause of 
t hat mot i on swelling disorde r in t o great- disorder- which- is- order i nto violent
order- which-is-di sord er. To s a il t hi s spiral -- for the very spiral t o exist, for 
relation to curl i nto app a rent causal ity--seeing must be present. Thi s seeing 
i s a process undiffe rent i at ed f rom its product, the world collected , told over, 
a rranged in speech or song, and is informed by the never sat is if ed mind. Each 
of us is the single arti f icer of the world in which we sing ; "the wind , 
encircling us, speaks alw ays with our speech" ("Evening Without Angels") . We 
and the world make one in the way that A and Bare one. Pages of illustrations 
follow . 

We have seen that the motion of the meaning in A and B is not uni 
directional but circular, and that this spiraling ( a postulate at this point; 
demonstration to follow) is rounded in waves, sailed on swells. The passing of 
order into disorder is the passage of crest defining trough into trough and 
trough into crest, a motion mimicking the restless iteration of our thought. 
From A and B we get no product C but, inseparable from the components, "some 
bright scienza outside of ourselves, a gaiety that is being, not merely knowing" 
(Of Bright and Bluebirds etc.) comes to be. What's seen and the seer are 
mingled, to put it crudely, in the making that is the experience of the movement 
begun by form and spun on the "dark, green water-wheel" by content. A look at 
part II is in order, its form and content being particularly illustrative of 
such experience. 

(Whose experience is this? we said, because we knew it was the experience 
that we sought.) 

He r e we encounte r negative relations and are disappointed in our 
grammatical expectations; here, too, form has not the final word, its meaning 
shaped by content. Perhaps we ought be amazed to remark form's having voice at 
all; howsoever, the ifs have no thens. Directly we hear If, we listen for its 
Then; hearing no Then now , we await it at stanza's end, where instead we are 
given a proper noun, a place name. Like A and B these clauses are fol lowed by 
Ands affirming the preceding's correspondence to fact and its existence as such 
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in the present. "It is" neutralizes "If", precludes the subjunctive, and is 
itself tempered by the precedent "If" so that the present is presented in swaths 
with voilas as an activity compounded ("and") of If and It is. What we see we 
name What Is: the green of spring is blue. Green is the universal necessity. 
There is no use saying green is green unless we see it so. In the activity of 
seeing, each proposition is divested of the robe and hood of the 
postulant/postulate to stand as statement of fact. (Here is half the wave. We 
may name it crest or trough, as the spirit moves us.) Unmasked, "lf" is 
unfe~tered and enters into the creation of fact. Unmasking the green of spring 
is addressing it personally, idiomatically and hence as peculiarly one's own. 
Ramon Fernandez's green of spring is not one's own; his can be only "iffy" in a 
stiff and robe-y, old (Benedictine) order sense for another. 

The undulation in meaning begun by the Cassandra "If" in the phrases, 
curled back onto itself (like the lyre and the bow), generates by "and it is" 
the shape of the larger circuit of the stanza, as if this shape were and ought 
be understood as, inalienably and inexorably, an interference pattern. The 
"Ifs" are, perhaps, instances comprising a law which is itself subject to 
instance- hood were sight and scope adjusted. Resolve is temporary. Things are 
makings, not made. The form cast as shadow by the initiating "If" is altered 
and othered by the contemporaneous and concomitant surge (like surf over strand) 
of "ls" washing over "If". "If" gives form to "ls" while being formed. 
Resolution is an instance and the stuff memory (and thus identity) is made on; 
it is not like statuary. This is not to suggest that the world is the figment 
of an unstable imagination. One must have the green of spring before that green 
can be blue. <This is the other half of the waving.) "If" implies "Is", Fact, 
terra firma whose ground is the necessary rock on which every edifice of Other
than stands. This ground, however, is for us terra incognita; unmixed with the 
"If" of one's own presence, the vision peculiar to the beholder, the pensive man 
of part IV, the green of spring is not. It is not being made. To rightly 
esteem order, to savor its pleasure as a particular, ephemeral, an instance, one 
must be acquainted with the not-ordered: a connoisseur of chaos. The stanza as 
a whole gives us as meet for our desiring some "Then" to stanch and answer the 
flood of "lf s" a g l i mpse, a sight i ng--ahoy being the marine "voi l a"--a further 
fluidity: a moment: "An upper, particular bough in, say, Marchand". No dyke, no 
respite, no order as end "of motion or of the noise of motion, the renewal of 
noise and its manifold continuation" (The Place of the Solitaires), no olive 
branch is this bough; rather in it rocks the cradle of "The Planet on the 
Table". 

The approach of the maker of the planet of which she is part to the 
shapeless shore Facts will come to comprise has, then, something of "If'' in it 
naturally, according to our own necessity: it only li. in our presence. That 
about which we say "and it is"--douce compagna of that thingI--comes to be of 
our relation to it, is concretized by amalgamation of is and if, of the 
universal antique accord of spring's green and Mr. Stevens, say. The approach, 
this process, is that "exactest element for us, in which we pronounce joy like a 
word of our own". There, our word is "and it is"; being a round of activity, a 
curling of relatings, a re-iterated meeting of if and is, a greeting to which we 
will without fail wave adieu, adieu as we sail--and we always sail~-it is the 
word of a veritable font of ifs, of one whose bent and wont is if, whose stance 
is informed by sea-legs, whose sailing is steered by fixed stars eclipsed by the 
sail, the sail, shroud of Turin-like, marked by the star, the star that planet 
sailed toward: the world, the world, the sol id ground on which we stand: "and it 
i s". The passage of such a one, sea - s i ck and squamous, ( i n accord w i th that 
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element) from facts to relation must be as pleasant as port. Before long , 
however , far enough inland to tote a winnowing fan, solidity becomes just one 
more truth, order "one more element in t he. immense disorder of truths ," an d it's 
"I must go down to the sea again ••• " So, argonaut, aro und , your spiral--go, go 
to! 

The pretty contrast of life and death affords no van tage. A finished 
round, a world bound by a perfect circumference, is a dead planet, a pie equally 
portioned , fit to grace the tea-table of the bestest bi shop. It appears t hat 
t he way in which A an d Bare one is not a matter of essence but of myopia. The 
maker of A and Bi s mixed with and into them. This fact cannot be bound into 
the o of one. Every fact cannot be ordered into accord , and yet relation 
appears: squirming facts pass as in a vortex t hrough a vertex, relation; motion : 
facts squirm. The mind 's motion of a sudden finds accord: re l ation appears. 
The circle of opposite things affords no vantage for witnessing relation. 

When for every question is made an answer and when each answer has its 
question tailor-made, then bishops' books resolve the world, forswearing squirm. 
The bishopric's spectacles and telescopes resolve the astigmatism we might deem 
natural to Q & A, assigning each planet its sphere , e ach sphere its harmony . 
Too many orders have become old for us to look on that sight, to take sight by 
that scope. The unruly fact, the intractable instance, the s candal of 
particularity banished beneath the bishop's hearthrug to make straight the way 
have become fruitful, multiplied, and risen to sit at table with us: behold 
South Africa's fl owe rs on Connecticut's tab 1 e. Sate l 1 ites, Heisenberg, video, 
petroleum and Einstein and Oppenheimer have altered our orders, scales and table 
settings, seati ng the once far and strange next to the once neighborly and near. 
Distance fat homed , the b ishop's length, t he me as ur e of Q & A's pas de deux, was 
the hallmark of an order. Now, here, things don't stay put, are very much with 
us., may be said (and well) to exceed the mind , however squamous. The di sta nc e 
or. di sci pl ine necessary to resol ve--Ct hat from which squirm appears stil 1) or 
that of the verand a- view of t he formal gardens, or of a vista in, say, the 
Louvre may si mply be lacking. Perhaps t he world in which one looks at the night 
s ky to say "Satel 1 ites are ou t tonight" is smaller t han t he bis hop 's. Perhaps 
too much is here at once and that impossibly mul tifariously. And yet relation 
appears. 

A sma 11 relation appears, expanding. One sees on the sand a shade shaped 
by what shows it. Cloud and sand are related by the shade in making the shade. 
So the single artificer and the world she sang, and singing, made are bronzed by 
the same sun that casts the clouds shadow onto the nets of sand , and are related 
in a relative-as-in-familiar way. She sings, and it is. She sings, "And it 
is". The pensive man , the sail i ng one, the seer, and the thing seen a re related 
in the activity of seeing. This activity is the making of the sun, the planet 
of which she and he are part. Seeing the shade, one "ladders" sand, shade, 
c loud , sun, even though the top rung is unseen: shade makes there be sun. Sun, 
we al so say, makes shades. The world moves one to sing "of a remembered time or 
of something seen that he liked"; t he world sung, of which the singer is part, 
is made in singing. The singer does not see the singer , but singing, sa ys she 
is there. When she si ng s, "And it is", then she is. Making t he planet, she 
makes herself. We also say t he spirit moves us. Whose s pirit is this, we might 
well ask, its rel atings making between ourselves a nd our origins "ghostlier 
demarcations, keener sounds." 
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CA thing and its shadow are said to be as 1 ike as desire and that which is 
desired). 

The relation of cloud and earth expands as cloud rises or falls, as earth 
rises or falls. Relation bears some lineament, character or family resemblance 
of "If" and "Is" which bear it. The appearance of relation which is activity, a 
carrying out of itself, coincides with the appearance of the pensive man. The 
pensive man appears in his thought, as we have seen. Once sighted, stel l a 
maris , relation expands as sand shifts and cloud is shaped. Once sighted, 
relation orders what is around it by virtue of its presence. What is seen is 
related to i t. Soon, hecksapoppin with facts asquirm. What is seen is shaped 
by our seeing (cloud casts shade). Our seeing is shaped by what is seen (shade 
is strec hed by sand). These are, of course, instances and they may be exactly 
backwards . 

Facts aplenty do not relation make. Position, however, does : our position 
with respect to them and the fact that time goes by (or that we do) , in so far 
as we and they stand (or squirm, as the case may be) on ground of our own making 
-- which is only to reiterate, which is what minds do , generating thereby the 
time in which facts squirm and hence the path of the spiral. To say that our 
position , seeing, is amidst the world sung and the world made in that singing is 
another way of saying that we are the place in which relation appears. Again, 
we make the world of which we are part. As the pitching of a pebble into water 
makes a pattern of waves and as the scope and design of the pattern .expands as a 
second stone is thrown, so relation expands as our pensive presence orders the 
world and we see the world so made. As ripples multiply, demarcations grow 
ghostly. Faint waves become a swell, the swell a wavelessness. A and Bare not 
fixed, but ride the waves that swell them. 

Facts asquirm are not a fixed vista. Relation will evaporate to condense 
again another day. What the pensive man sees chalked bears the mark of that 
from which it came: walk and chalk are limestone. Water, or a fading of the 
sun, or a shift in posture, or preoccupation, or attending to vistas will wash 
chalk away. Walk, chalk, and pensive man like sand, shade, and cloud are an 
arrangement, a moment, something seen. The presence of the pensive man and what 
he has seen amongst spring's blue and the flowers on the tables and Englishmen's 
living tealessly in Ceylon would make relation visible like that of sand, shade, 
cloud, if only that man should say the way they met in him. Those are instances 
of his order, of his remembe red time, of hi s self. To assume them, for h·s 
order to be a light in our imagination, we must stand where he stood, see what 
he saw chalked. In doing this no essential unity nor inherent opposites may be 
found; each fact to be opposed is related to its opposer by the familiar look, 
lineament borne, of the pensive man who brings them to stand as fact. His 
relation to them and theirs to one another expands or fails as he straightens 
up, walks on, thinks. To assume them, we participate in his seeing/thought, 
bringing to be for our selves that about which he said "And it is." 

Statuary posed is an old order. The definition of categories describes a 
formal garden along whose walks royalty waltzed. The skull beneath the crown 
comes and goes; the diadem remains posed, most Plantagenet. One partaking in 
the crown's stroll dons the ermine of universality , eyes fixed on dolmen A and 
cromlech B. This one has remained forever poised above the walk from which the 
chalk has long since washed, however much he appears to walk or walt z. The 
emperor wears his new clothes here, and orders his hours according to a book of 
days bound and marked by another's grasp of a truth, a relation. His baby s hoes 
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are undoubtedly bronzed. Who raised up A and Bas ordering forms undoubtedly 
did so in the throes of vision--of the apparition of the shade of a cloud on 
sand. Held al oft as trophy, elevated, isolated spoil of the mind, worm A and 
worm B no longer asquirm, but rounded to form sorry imitation of the self
swallowing snake are not pleasant at all. Persons Plantagenet are often advised 
to buy works such as these to fix their vistas and foreshorten their outlook. 
When facts do relate--not of their own bu t of their and our own accor d--it is 
pleasant, perhaps because in the presence of very particular things we have a 
peculiar feeling of universal ity--of partaking, of seeing through to, for an 
instant ••• 

Relation bronzed is itself an A. The never satisfied mind sees to it. The 
motion generating relation leads one to believe thought is the paradigm of 
carnal knowledge, or at least near kin. The bent of the pensive man pondering 
the chalked walk is attentive, loving. Having rounded the bend of April's 
weathers before, whatever the welter of facts--rain, rain, wind--he is familiar 
with the course; as a matter of course, the days will come to summer soon. The 
earth's course, once known as sun's coursers, sees to it. One sees, has seen. 
Relation appears. One is standing; A and B appear again to be statuary. One 
looks, now, to the upper, particular bough. Again. 

Cherub: Behold inane infinity! 

Pensive man: I see a cherub who sees it. See? Come round, we see 
ourselves angelic. "Sad men made angels of the sun"; we see singular rel at ion, 
unsquirming factuality appear. This appearance is rendered monumental by 
distance, whether of person (not my order, but Ramon's) or time (mine seven 
years ago). We can see this focus shift and count it fact, too. Our 
understanding of Ramon's or recognition of our previous resolution becomes 
another fact asquirm until some aspect of some thing seen and liked or some time 
remembered arranges, deepens, and enchants them. Sighting along that extended 
relation poised in the moment, an obelisk composed of moments, we see t hat eagle 
fl oat for whom all our Al py obelisks are a single nest. Its shadow describes 
spirals on the sidewalk. 

A. Ask Prospero, "Whose spirit is this?" 

B. Ask Ariel, "Whose spirit is this?" he single artificer is made uch of. 

CA sip of Sandeman's is in order.) 
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Selfhood, Friendship, and Statehood 1n the 
Nicomachean Ethics 

Michael McShane 

In "The Concept of Number in Greek Mathematics and Philosophy" Jacob Klein 
explores a metaphysical question discussed by Plato and others. Klein 
formulates the issue thus: " ••• how one thing 'brought together with another one 
produces two things. Neither of the things is two. Is the 'two' something 
apart from the single things--is it, so to speak, outside of them? Where is the 
two?" A further difficulty presents itself: once given that 'two,' what status 
would it have? It must in itself form a kind of 'one,' a third thing relating 
the first separate ones. A version of the same problem., expressed in human 
terms, 1 ies at the heart of Aristotle's Nicomacbean Ethics. For - how is it that 
one individual brought together with another unit person produces two people 
together, a coherent relationship? Neither of the individuals is two. Is the 
'two' "something apart" from the single people-- "is it, so to speak, outside of 
them?" If they are originally Other, where does their relationship come from? 
What provides the ground for human relationships? What origin could they stem 
from? 

The Njcomachean Ehtjcs must confront and constantly grapple with the 
fundamental problem of the possibility, ground 1 and character of human relations. 
For Aristotle, friendship provides the most obvious and useful context within 
which to begin his discussion of human relationships. Though he finally 
discusses e;11 manr1er of human relationships--legal, political, psychological, 
fami 1 ial--Aristotl e retains his powerful notion of friendship as a common 
measure throughout the Ethics. 

Characteristically, the philosopher begins his exposition of friendship by 
emphasizing its natural roots, saying "a natural affinity and friendship exist 
b et w e : n rn ~ n . ~ n d ma n u. n i v e r s a 1 1 y. " ( V I I I , i. 4 ) F r om t h i s p re l ; m i n a r y o r 
p,rescient~fic .standpoin~ Aristotle sug£ests that friendship is a kind of 
n~tu ra 1 inst in7t" ho 1 ding among members of every species. Al ready then 
Ar~st~t~e ques~ions the notion of a mythical origin of a kind of extrinsic 
frienoship. This genera: opening account of friendship winds its way through· 
many changes as the Ethics develops, yet it persists, mediated ar.d enriched, 
throughout the work • 

. When ad.dressing the matter from a slightly more developed viewpoint, 
Aristotle finds that friendship presupposes a kind of sameness between men: 
"Am.ity .cons.ists of equality and similarity, especially the sim.ilarity of those 
alike in virtue." (VIII, viii. 5) Later, Aristotle decides that the alternate 
notion of opposites attracting has only "accidental" meaning <VIII. viii. 7) as 
an account of friendship. 

If, however, we agree that friendship requires a fundamental background of 
Sameness, a version of the original "two-ness" problem presents itself. For 
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th e es s ence of being a n i ndividu a l or having a n identity requires t hat one be 
· signifi cant ly Ot he r t han other individual s. Aristotle recogni zes that under 
certain condit i ons, friend s hip cannot exist , or must cease. 

When a wide disp a rity arises between friends in point of virtue 
or vice or of weal t h o r anything else they no longer remain nor indeed 
expect to rema in friend s ••• i t is tru e that we cannot fix a precise 
limit in s uch cas es, up to which two men can still be friends; t he gap 
may go on widening and the friend s hip st ill remain ; but when one 
becomes very remote from the · other, as god is remote from man, it can 
continue no longer. (VIII , vii . 4) 

He also recognizes that most men seem to differ significantly in many 
·irnpo r tcnt respects. How the various kinds of friendships can mediate between 
Oi.hfdt"5 remains Aristotle's concern throughout the discussion of friendship and 
~hrough the Ethics as a whole. 

To discuss the kinds of friendly mediations, Aristotle divides friendship 
into three main kinds : one i s based upon utility, another on pleasure, and the 
third on shared v i rtue. The first two constitute friendships in a rather 
mercenary , transact i ona 1 s t"ri ss , c'>< i sting mere 1 y as a n1eans to an end . Hence , 
"Friendships of thi s kind are ea.sil~ .. Lir-c;h .-r c.ff ••• for if (the friend s ) are no 
l anger p 1 eas ant or use fu 1 t o each other, they cease to 1 ove each other." (VII J , 
iii. 2) These lower friendships do not involv e virtue and cannot last. 

Natura lly, the highest form of friendship revolves around virtue : 

The perfect form of friendship is that between the good and 
those who resemble eac h othe r in virtu e. For these friend s wi s h each 
alike the other's good in respect of their goodness and they are good 
in themselves ; but it is those who wish the good of their friends for 
their friends' sake who are friends in the fullest sense, s ince they 
love each other for themselves and not accidentally. Hence the 
friendship of these lasts as long as they continue to be good; and 
virtue is a permanent quality. <VIII , iii. 6) 

This bold notion of true friendship plays an essential role throug h the Ethics. 
The s pecial nature of t he mediat i on between t he virtuous friends differentiates 
this form of friendship from the two other kinds . The two true friends are 
measured in common by their co- re l ated steady interest in divine or eternal 
matters. Ideally, the awkward "gap" dissolves, the mediation falls away, and 
the two become somehow unlted-- radical ly Same. Then the virtuous man feels 
toward his friend in t he same way as he feels toward himself,"for a friend is a 
second self." (IX, ix. 10) 

The "s econd self" metaphor represents an important turn in the argument and 
recommends itself for serious considerat ion, des p ite ( an c: because of) its 
possible paradoxical tenor. It proves essential for reso l vi ng t he "two- ness" 
problem discussed above. In the pass age just cited Aristotle continues: 

Then ju s t as man 's exi stence is desirable to him, so, or nearly 
so, is his friend's exi s tence al s o desirable. .. Therefore a man 
ought to also share his friend 's consciousness of his existence and 
this i s att ain e d by t he i r living together and by conversing and 
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co~unicating their thoughts to each other; fv.. this is the meaning of 
living together as applied to human beings. Ii does not merely mean 
feeding in the same place, as it does when applit:-0 to cattle. CIX, ix. 
11) 

He makes a tremendous claim here. The problem of one here who is remote 
from another there can be overcome. Through their logos two attain the one-ness 
of highest friendship. By means or n1~ mo~t hum~" capacitie~, a man can 
actually "share his friend's consciousness of his existence." Considering its 
power, it makes sense that "affection men like for its own t:: itke ___ it ;~ more 
valuable t han honor; friendship is desirable in itself." CVIII, viii. 2) 

Indeed, the overal 1 importance of friendship for Aristotle cannot be 
overestimated. Pragmatically, the friendship as second-self concept arises at 
many junctures throughout the Etbjcal landscape. For expample, Aristotle 
suggests that even after death one's friends sti 11 influence one's happiness. 
Elsewhere, he proposes that friends can bear some part of one's grief, lessening 
the load. Aristotle says true friendship has more value than money, a 1 esser 
medium. Such observations suggest a keen appreciation of the meaning of 
friendship. 

However, as yet the second-self argument seems vague and abstract. It 
seems to indicate some progress on the theoretical issue of the possibility and 
ground of relations between Others. On the other hand, certain questions 
persist. What is a self that it can be so seconded? If it remains monolithic, 
individual, elementary, then how can the idea of a united and conwnon second-self 
be n1eaningful? Is this new relationship "something apart from" the original 
single selves, outside of them? 

Aristotle's account of the self evolves in tandem with the development of 
his account of friendship. At important junctures the two notions converge 
dramatically: 

The form which friendly feeling for our neighbors takes, and the 
marks by which the different forms of friendship are defined, seem to 
be derived from the feelings of regard which we entertain for 
oursel ves ••• It is therefore because the good man has these various 
feelings toward himself and because he feels towards hi~ friend in the 
sa~e way as towards himself (for a friend is another self) that 
frif:n d ~. 1 1~· <: 1!.:·C' i! 1 hcL:srt -1. c <:(it• ~h."\ it: o:E- or other of these 
feelings, and the posses ion of them is thought to be the test of a 
friend. Whether a man can be said actually to feel friendship for 
himself is a question that may be dismissed for the present; though it 
may be held that he can do so in so far as hP- i~ ; <., <lu r: l c;r composite 
b6irig, cin d because very intense friendship resembles self- regard. 
CIY, iv. 1) 

Tri:. passag(-? outlines several key sel f-ish aspects: One feels for one's 
self ,, ~, for· a friend . Aristotle definitely resolves the question "dismissed" 
here some pages later, saying, "t he good man wil 1 bf: a lover of self in the 
fullest degree ••• " (IX, viii. 6) The passage also presents the possib.ility of 
t he self's "composite nature" and suggests the importance of such a notion. 
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The idea of a man's sust~~ning a friendship with himself does imply a 
dualistic sel~ Friendship m~ans relating; therefore the self must mean a kind 
of re 1 at i ng of component e 1 e~nents. 

Nothing can continue to give us pleasure always because our nature is 
not simple but contains a second element, (which is what makes us 
perishable beings) and consequently whenever one of these two elements 
is actf ve it runs counter to the ~~turg or the other, whi 1 e when the 
two are balanced their action feels neither painful nor pleasant. 
Sinc e if any man had a simple nature the same activity would afford 
him the greatest pleasure always. Hence god enjoys a single simple 
pleasure perpetual ly ••• there is essentially a truer pleasure in rest 
than in motion. But change in all things is sweet, as the poet says, 
owing to some badness in nature that needs change; for it is not 
simple nor good. <VII, xiv. 7) 

Unpacked, the above seminal passage makes many crucial claims about the 
nature of the self. The self constitutes itself of two mutually contradictory 
elements. These "moments" of the self engage in a dynamic struggle that must 
"balance" to insure the health of the self. The proper mediation of this 
internal conflict becomes the interior friendship which the good maintain with 
themselves. The struggle of the dual elements causes change and death. The 
passage also hints strongly at the respective natures of the .polar elements. 

The theme of the soul's dual nature arises constantly throughout the 
Ethjcs. In the first book, Aristotle identifies the two parts as being the 
rational principled part and the irrational. Now, the irrational tends towards 
desires, appetites, sensuality. It "opposes and runs counter to principle." CI, 
xiii. 17) In the virtuous and "self- restrained man it obeys the behest of 
principle." In u·nrestrained men, however, this internal "badness" runs amuck 
and there "is civil war in their souls ••• one part pulls them one way and 
another the other, as if dragging them asunder." (IX, iv. 9) Such a "bad man" 
as this one certainly "appears to be devoid even of affection for himself, 
because he has nothing lovable in his nature." (IX, ix. 10) Lacking internal 
amity, such a character could build no valuable "external" friendships. "All 
the fellings that constitute friendship for others are an extension of regard 
for oneself." (IX, viii. 2) 

In their most extreme senses the two elements of the human self 
metaphorica 11 y correspond with a "divine" aspect, on the one hand, and a 
"bestial" one on the other. People irrational by nature and 1 iving soley by 
sensation are bestial, as are "those who lose their reason owing to some 
disease." CVII, v. 6) If bestiality dominates when rationality is subtracted, 
then it must be the remaining psychological element. 

The rational aspect, on the other hand, 

••• is thought to rule and lead us by nature and to have 
cognizance of what is noble and divine, either as being itself also 
actually divine or as being the divinest part of us ••• (X, vii. 1) 

In fact, just as we call Denmark's ruler "Denmark," Aristotle would "imply 
that the intellect is the man himself." (IX, viii. 6) Aristotle wonders 
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whether, if the i nte 11ectua1 constitutes the "true se 1 f", then a man 1iv1 ng a 
1 ife associated with his more best i a 1 nature wou 1 d be "chaos i ng to l i ve not his 
own 1 ife but the 1 ife of some other than himself." (X, vii. 9) Hence arises the 
strange possibility of a man being Other than his own interior self. 

When properly aligned then, man's self comprises itself of a coherent 
relation, or relating, of diametrically opposed elements--god and animal. (It 
remains unclear how actually distinct these two are: "Whether though 
distinguishable in thought as two they are inseparable in reality, like the 
convex and concave sides of a curve." (I, x. 10) The very being of the self 
resonates from within that god/beast dialectic. A human being is the mediated 
relationship, the internal friendship, between these two Otherly components. 
Aristotle's conceptual hold on all "external" human relations presupposes a 
comprehension of this unseen interior dialectic. 

The use of this mediated understanding of self allows some progress on the 
initial problem of the theoretical grounds for human relationships. Yet, this 
progress may prove to be somewhat illusory. For, in some ways, the dialectical 
selfhood position al lows for a provisional resolution--or at least 
displacement--of the question of "twoness" in human intercourse. Aristotle's 
dualistic psychology presents an attack upon the premises of the original 
scenario, in which one simple and elemental human is confronted with another 
discrete individual. In that scenario, the "twoness" must certainly arrive from 
some mysterious "outside, apart from" the single men. But because for Aristotle 
every self is itself already a relation or friendship of dual elements, the 
concept of atom-like human individuals must no longer obtain. In the 
Njcomachean Ethjcs, Aristotle unearths a "twoness", or relation, deeply rooted 
in his fertile anthropological terrain. His dialectical anthropology accounts 
for the theoretical possibility of intrinsic human friendship by previously 
grounding it in his notion of natural human selfhood. 

The pragmatic meaning of this resolution is that friends in an "external" 
sense can each relate directly to what is the Same in the other. Appetitive 
acquiring-type friends can achieve a distant kind of unity through sharing their 
common internal appetitive faculties. Virtuous men enjoy a much greater 
sameness and unity through their common intellects. 

Before mentioning some problems with the aforegoing account of Friendship, 
Same and Other, etc., I think it useful to sum up what we have establ1shed 
regarding friendship and selfhood in the Njcomachaen Ethics: The meaning of 
each term necessari 1 y con ta ins traces of the other. Aristot 1 e grounds 
"external" friendship in the notion of internal friendship--a self's relation to 
itself. The general question of friendship cannot be posed without a reference 
to the dialectics of selfhood. Yet "internal" self-relations depend upon 
metaphors of "external" friendships. One can be an-Other's "second self" or even 
alien from one's own self, depending upon one's virtuousness. As with 
"individuals" the two concepts (selfhood and friendship) defy independent or 
atomistic formulation; they are essentially interdependent • 

As mentioned above, certain problems remain in this account of selfhood and 
friendship. These specifically relate to the possibility of selfhood as 
mentioned above. In a sense the problems of "twoness" that dominated the 
external friendship question have been relocated inside the self: Recall that, 
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for Aristotle, friendship can only exist between beings which are somewhat the 
Same. Aristotle discusses friendship between people unequal in various ways, 
but seems to assert that human relations require a fundamental Sameness. Recall 
the 1 ine about the two men, once friends: " ••• when one becomes remote from the 
other, as god is from man, (the friendship) can continue no 1 onger." CV III, 
v 1 i i • 5 ) Re 1 at 1 on s cannot end u re such d i stance. I f god i s " remote" f r om man, 
He must be utterly incommensurable with animal. Yet the soul is said to 
comprise a relation between god and beast. How can any meaningful friendship 
subsist between these two contradictory elements of the self? What could be 
he 1 d in common between them? How cou 1 d that "gap" be mediated 1 How then can 
this self be? 

It may be that to solve this question Aristotle must ultimately resort to 
an implicit Platonic stance. At least, one· is reminded of the Iimeaus. In it, 
"Force," in an original cosmic effort, jams together Same and Other to make the 
world possible. Aristotle does not adopt this position and instead suggests 
something just as remarkable. 

The "inner" self, which must be considered the most "private" aspect of 
man's being, can only be rendered meaningful in terms of the most "public." 
For, to convey the relations inside the human self Aristotle turns to the 
language of political discouse: 

In a metaphorical and analogical sense, however, there is such a 
thing as justice ••• between different parts of one's nature ••• For ••• a 
distinction is set up between the rational and irrational parts of the 
soul ••• so that there may be a sort of justice between them, such as 
exists between ruler and subject. CIV, xi. 9) 

So we learn that the relation between elements of the self sometimes is a 
special kind of friendship: that of a political regime. The issue of the 
politicization of the self and the selfhood of the polity will be taken up in 
the second section this essay. 

II 

Aristotle recognizes that human interaction takes place within a political 
context. Therefore, a comprehension of Ethics requires a thorough theoretical 
understanding of political relations. Aristotle weaves the political aspect of 
the work into the already inextricable notions of friendship and selfhood. The 
state founds itself upon the more "private" human institutions, while they 
themselves are unthinkable outside it. As suggested at the end of the last 
section, the political question defines and conditions the most "interior" 
aspects of the selfhood relationship. In turn, the polis as a self must 
ultimately confront the same questions that bedevil our understanding of the 
"individual" selves which constitute it. 

If we provisionally attempted to examine the more general character of the 
state before returning to the problem of the self,we might find ourselves in 
good company. Thus, let us begin by sketching the state as some· kind of "se 1 f-
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sufficient" self. Like an individual self, it composes itself through 
friendships both internal and external 11 ••• states can be 'friends' (since 
expediency is generally recognized as the motive of international alliances)" 
(VIII, iv. 4). Internal relations here concern those between people--buyer and 
seller, citizen and citizen, citizen and monarch. Naturally, as in previous 
accounts, issues arise concerning the possibility, ground and character of these 
relations. How are they mediated? How can they comprise the whole? 

As in his friendship discussion, Aristotle carefully states at the outset 
that man's existence as a "political animal" comes about and maintains itself 
"by nature;" the city-state is a "natural growth." CPol 1t1cs) (l, i. 9) For 
Aristotle, being a part of nature -implies a certain teleological necessity or 
inner logic to a subject's development. The natural entity must have its own 
principles of motion and rest. Accordingly, Aristotle carefully traces the 
natural or logical principles of development for the polis. It evolves from a 
family, to a collection of families, to villages, until it finally becomes 
itself. A city-state, then, comes into existence because it is necessary for 
the animal life of man. It "exists" or maintains its teleological highest being 
for the sake of the more divine aspects of human ity--"the good life." (Pol 1t1cs 
I, i. 8) Like the self" the pol is contains various elements: some citizens 
have more godlike natures, otners tend more toward desire-ridden bestiality, 
while most lie somewhere in the mean. Thus the state displays an organic, 
complex, vital selfhood which naturally relates to the greater part of the human 
spectrum. 

Internally, the state subsists upon various "partnerships"'· In fact, 
"Friendship appears to be the bond of the state." CVIII, 1. 4) The majority of 
these friendships relate individuals who are, in some way, unequal or Other. 
This inequality appears in terms of virtue (the ruler and the ruled), or in the 
more mundane sense of commercial relations (when, for example, one has only 
bedsteads, the other houses). 

In order to mediate such political friendships there must be some way of 
equalizing the two parties. In the city the justice relation partially performs 
this function. In general, justice forms a sort of "mean" between "doing and 
suffering injustice, for the former is to have too much and the latter to have 
too little." CV, v. 18) Consequently, Justice operates as a medium between 
people, insuring that everyone receives only that to which he is entitled. Thus 
those who are equal receive equal goods; those who are unequal gain in 
proportion to their merits. Thus, in apolitical context, unequal Others can 
relate through Justic& "In the · interchange of services Justice in the form of 
Reciprocity is the bond that maintains the association <koinonia> ... The very 
existence of the state depends upon proportionate reciprocity~CV v 6) 

Just as the notion of proportional justice mediates abstractly, so does the 
human person, the Justice or Judge, mediate more concretely. 

To go to a judge is to go justice, for the ideal judge 1s, so to 
speak, justice personified. Also, men require a judge to be a middle 
term or medium--indeed, in some places they are called mediators--for 
[people] think that if they get the man they will get what is just. 
Thus the just is a sort of mean, inasmuch as the judge is a medium 
between the litigants. (V, iv. 7) 
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In the same passage Aristotle provides typical linguistic analysis, 
demonstrating the relationship between dikaion <just> and dich~ <in half>, 
showing that a dikast <judge> is a dichast <halver>.2 

In the state, money relates unequal products in the same way that a judge 
relates unequal people. Money provides the medium through which demanders can 
have friendships of utility with suppliers because "money then serves as a 
measure which makes them [commodities, and thus buyers and sel lersJ 
commensu rab 1 e and so reduces them to equa 1 ity ••• "( V, v. 15) Money constitutes 
in this manner a middle term, for it is the measure of al 1 things, and so of 
their superior and inferior value."CV, v.10) Without such a medium the 
friendships of the marketplace would be impossible: 

If there were no exchange, there would be no association 
<kojnonia>, and there can be no exchange without equality and no 
equality without commensurability. Though therefore it is impossible 
for things so different to become commensurable in a strict sense, our 
demand furnishes a sufficiently accurate common measure for practical 
purposes. 

As depicted above, commerce presents a special case of the problem of "two
ness." That problem questions the possibility of establishing relations, 
commensurability, between Others. This problem recurs more seriously within the 
context of justice. Just as there can be no friendship between radically 
"remote" Others, there are beings, potential citizens, between whom Justice 
cannot mediate because of their remoteness. "Justice can only exist between 
those whose mutual relations are regulated by law and law exists [only] among 
those between whom there is a possibility of injustice." CV, iv. 4) And again, 

Claims of justice exist between persons who share in things 
generally speaking good and who can have a share too large or smal 1 of 
them. There are persons who cannot have too 1 arge a share of these 
goods. Doubtless, for example, the gods. And there are those who can 
derive no benefit from any share of them: . namely the incurably 
vicious, to them al 1 things generally good are harmful. But for 
others they are beneficial within 1 imits, and this is the case with 
ordinary mortals.CV, ix. 17) 

If we note that the "incurably vicious" correspond with the "bestial," it 
becomes c 1 ear that the "two-ness" prob 1 em for Justice takes on exact 1 y the same 
terms as in the cases of friendship and sel fhood outlined above. Others are 
incommensurate--god and beast cannot relate. 

Before dealing with the extraordinary cases of supposedly unmediable 
beings, let us examine the "case with ordinary mortals." What is it that allows 
them to partake of justice, to have friendly political relations? Obviously, 
they must not be too remote in terms of self-components. More importantly, 
their natural logos allows men to participate in judicial relations just as it 
mediates between two highest friends: 

Why man is a political animal more than any bee or any gregarious 
animal is clear. For nature, as we declare, does nothing without 
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purpose, and man a 1 one possesses speech <logos> ... logos is designed to 
indicate the advantageous and the harmful and therefore the right and 
wrong; for it is the special property of man in distinction from other 
animals that he alone has perception of good and bad and right and 
wrong, and the other moral qualities, and it is partnership <koinonia> 
in these things that makes a household and a city-state.(Pol 1t1cs HI 
i 10) 

Again, speech mediates among men. Because men have logos they possess the 
potential for the sort of reasoning and communicating necessary for making 
justice among them. It is on the foundation of their shared loquacious nature 
that "ordinary mortals" can be radically Same. This ground of Sa~eness 
underlies the superficial differences among people and renders political justice 
possible. 

The notion that a fundamental likeness holds between citizens, as elements 
of a larger self, has far-reaching ramifications. First, it enables Aristotle 
to speak about justice as holding between many disparate members of society. 
Though, justice relationships between father and son, master and slave, woman 
and man, ru 1 er and ru 1 ed, w i 11 differ accord 1 ng to the re 1 at i ve merit of each 
party, Aristotle does have grounds to insist that, because of shared human 
Sameness, some justice must obtain in every relation between "ordinary mortals." 

There can be no friendship with a slave as slave, though there 
can be some room for justice in the relations of every human being 
with every other that is capable of participating in law and contract; 
hence friendship is possible with everyone so far as he is a human 
being. <VIII, vi. 7) 

As the last line suggests, justice and friendship prove to be necessarily 
related: "The objects and personal relationships with which friendship 1s 
concerned appear ••• to be the same as those which are the sphere of 
just1ce."CVIII, ix. 6) No matter what varied interests divide citizens their 
citizenship itself unifies them. The state or 

... po 1 it ica 1 association <koj non i a> ... was orig i na 11 y formed and 
continues to be maintained for the advantage of its members. The aim 
of lawgivers is the good of the community and justice is sometimes 
defined as that which is the common advantage.CVIII, ix. 4) 

Consequently, al 1 citizens .become one through their common interest in 
preserving the good of the state (mutual sel fl; by doing this they ensure the 
continued good of their home city-selves in much the same way that the highest 
friends relate to their second-selves and primary selves. Ideally, every self 
acts for the good of every other one. 

Ari stot 1 e ca 11 s i de·a 1 citizen's agreement about practica 1 po 1itica1 matters 
"concord." 

"Concord ••• appears to mean friendship between citizens ••• [this 
relation can only exist] between good men, since these are of one mind 
both with themselves and with one another, as they always stand on 
more or less the same ground; for good men's wishes are steadfast, and 
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do not ebb and fl ow l ik·e the tide, and they wish for just and 
expedient ends, which they strive to attain in common. The base, on 
the other hand are incapable of concord, except in some small degree, 
as they are capable of friendship ••• "(IX, vi. 3) 

A community of highest friends constitutes the highest, most perfect state. 

Any institution unifying men at a fundamental level can be termed a kind of 
friendship. Aristotle speaks of the various kinds of constitutions in terms of 
the friendship they imply. The h1ghest is "the tfmocratic form of constitution; 
since the ideal of Timocracy is that all citizens shall be equal and shall be 
good, so that they all rule in turn, and all have an equal share of power; and 
therefore the friendship between them is one of equality."(VI, vi. 4) In every 
case, "friendship and justice exist between the same persons and are co
extensive in range."CVIII, ix. 3) 

In a state with the ideal constitution a remarkable thing happens with 
regard to justice. As stated, in such a state the best kinds of friendships hold 
between citizens: " ••• friends' goods are common prope,rty and this is correct 
since .community is the essence of friendship."(VIII, vii. 4) Since all true 
friends maintain true equality and each acts only for the sake of the other's 
good, there is no reason for them to worry about injustice. "Friends hip exacts 
what is possible, not what is due."CVIII, xiv. 4) "Equity" unites such a 
perfect state. The equitable man " ••• does not stand on his rights unduly, but 
is content to receive a smaller share although he has the law on his 
side ••• [equityJ is a special · kind of justice ••• "(V, x. 8) In an ideally 
constituted state, then, friendship wields such power that it creates a justice 
which is more than lawfulness. The many conflicting interests of individual~ 
are somehow subsumed by their common interest in each other as second-selves and 
the city as a meta-self. Such an ideal state would be informed by the highest 
expression of "concord." 

Before we turn to the anticipated difficulties in Aristotle's political 
philosophy, let us simply remark that it has been established that each of the 
terms: statehood, sel fhood and friendship is connected to the other two. One 
could have no state independent of self and friend. These, in turn, comprise, 
condition, and define the meaning and the life of the state. 

Aristotle does not suggest that the ideal state or harmoniously functioning 
self cannot be attained. He does, however, present an image more complex than 
thus far depicted here. Though "ordinary morta 1 s" are indeed fundamenta 11 y Same, 
there remains the problem of those Others extra-ordinary nearly im- mortals in 
society. The godlike men will ultimately prove essential to the maintenan.ce of 
the city-self. Yet their Otherly existence within a coherent , unified state 
seems to imply a contradiction. These beings are apparently outside the claims 
of justice. Ar istotle's vision of the active state features an immediate 
conflict between extreme individuals, especially godlike ones, and society. 
This momentary clash requires Aristotle as djkast to mediate. At certain points 
in his deliberations, he seems to rule in favor of the individual; at others, 
the community apparently gains primacy. Finally, the conflict becomes subsumed 
through the dynamic activity involved in the cyclic maintenance of the polis. 
Both aspects prove essential for the rest and the resting of the state. 
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Aristotle reserves some of his most striking language for those instants in 
which the isolated individual receives godlike glory. Those individuals who 
cannot enter into a state wel 1, or wi 11 not enter into a state, correspond to 
the extreme elements of the human soul. An apolitical man, says Aristotle, 
"must be either a lower animal or a god."(Pol itics) CI, i. 12) Aristotle 
depicts the curious "great-souled" man, who is most godlike in terms of the 
moral virtues--honor and glory--as being most anti-social. He "deigns" to 
accept the "great honors conferred upon him by persons of worth," a 1 though they 
reportedly "afford him pleasure only in a moderate degree" because "no honor can 
be adequate to the merits of perfect virtue. Nearly everything and everyone he 
w i 1 1 despise, exhibiting a con.tempt for others."( IV, iii. 20-25) In fact, the 
great-souled man is justified in despising other people--his estimates are 
correct." (IV, iii. 22) (Note that even the Great-Souled do not exist in 
individual isolation.) 

Aristotle seemingly refers to Great-Souled Men and their relationships to 
the community in the Politics. 

It is no longer proper to count those exceptional men a part of 
the state; for they will be treated unjustly if deemed worthy of equal 
status, being so widely unequal in virtue and in their political 
ability: since such a man will be as a god among men ••• there can be 
no 1 aw dea 1 i ng with such men ••• for they are themselves a 
law. (Politics) 

Here is our o 1 d prob 1 em: - Great-Sou 1 ed Men a re god l i ke, "remote," Other than 
"ordinary mortals." How can there be relations? 

Aristotle suggests two solutions for the problem of the great-souled man 
confronting a community of "ordinary mortals." Though unappealing, ostracism is 
one remedy, suitable for democratic states here all must be equal. The second 
and more productive alternative recommends that the citizens relate to the 
god 1 i ke e 1 ement of the state in the same way as they just 1 y regard the divine 
element of the self and the actual god of the universe: ''The natural course is 
for all to obey such a man gladly, so that men of this sort may be kings in the 
cities for al 1 time."(Pol jtics) CIII, viii. 1) His very disinterested elevation 
and the fact that he is himself a law make the Great-Souled Man an ideal 
candidate for an uncorrupted ki~gshi~ 

The great-souled one is still somewhat transcended by the contemplative 
man, in whom Aristotle finds the ' highest expression of the moral virtues. The 
latter presents the most perfect example of intellectual virtue. The most 
compel 1 ing language in the Ethics enlivens the passages in which Aristotle 
treats this godlike character. The activity which produces this great 
intellectual happiness involves the faculty which is "thought to rule and lead 
us by nature and to have cognizance of what is noble and divine, either as being 
itself actually divine, or as being rel.atively the divinest part of us."(X, vii. 
1) The gods, in Aristotle's view, ).re not socio-political beings. The 
categories and imperatives of justice,L;f._courage, 1 iberal ity, and temperance do 
not app 1 y to the gods as they do to men. "If we go th rough the 1 i st we sha 11 
find that a 11 forms of virtuous conduct seem trifling and unworthy of gods."(X, 
viii. 7) Consequently, the "human activity which is most akin to the divine 
activity--contemplation--is also not a political or social activity. It is the 
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most internal of all activities. As the activity of true happiness, it must be 
"self- sufficient. " 

Yet, paradoxical as it actually may be, it is our thesis that Aristotle's 
anthropology and polit- ology are coherent as well as contradictory. This 
duality in the city- self recalls that of the human self. In the human self the 
divine aspect must somehow maintain proper relations with the bestial one. 
Likewise,in order for the city to be a coherent whole, the individuals who are 
godlike must strive to uphold just political relations with those less so. 

•• • in every composite thing where a plurality of parts whether 
continuous or discrete is combined to make a single common whole, 
there is always found a ruling and subject and this is characteristic 
of living things and is present in as an outcome of the whole of 
nature ... (.E..Qljtjcs)(I ii 9) 

If t he living city's most great- souled and godlike elements were to eschew 
poli t ical r e lations with it, to refuse to lead, this would be unnatural and 
destructive. Such a happening would be analogous to the intellect refusing to 
gov ern appetites. We mu st then seek to understand how these political relations 
can come about ; how t he greater men manage to rel ate to the "ordinary mortals." 

Although Aris t otle seems to present the happy life of contemplation as 
internal and solitary, he does not strictly do so. For, after a long discussion 
in book nine, Aristotle concludes " ••• to be happy a man needs virtuous 
friends ."(!X , ix. 10) Hence, if the contemplative life truly provides the 
happiest, most pleasurable existence, it cannot be a lonely one. Even 
contemplatives need a community of friends, Aristotle decides. 

The difficult notion of the "self- sufficiency" of contemplative life 
reveal s a surprising meaning. The term "self- sufficiency" would seem to imply a 
minima l or negligible reliance or interaction with people or things external to 
the self. Yet one' s friends , as second selves , are not extern a l to th e self. 
For Aristotle, the limits of happiness pertaining to sel fhood and "self
sufficiency" become even more broadly fluid : 

••• it is felt that the final good must be a thing sufficient in 
itself. he term •sel f- suff icient• , howev er, we empl oy w't efe e ce 
not to one's self alone, living a life of isolation , but also to one's 
parents and children and wife and one's friends and fellow citizens in 
general , since man is by nature a social being.CI, vii. 6) 

A man's self ext~nds not only to his family and friends, but it also 
embraces his "fellow citi zens in general ." The political self becomes then, 
say, not his first or "second self" but perhaps a happy man's sixth self; if 
t hat prov es so, a contemp 1 at i ve man i s se l f-su ff i c i ent .9..llii (or , "and therefore") 
political . 

Yet, in his sect ions about the contemplative man , Arist otle never reminds 
us· abou t t hi s not ion of se l f hood (which fal 1 sat the distant beginning of the 
work) . In fact , he deliberately portrays the pure intellectual pursuits as 
"sep a rate" (X , vi i i . 3) s ep a rate from Other people ; separate from "external 
equipment"(ibid) s ep ar ate even from justice and the other moral virtues. 
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Aristotle seems to ignore, for the moment, even the findings of the iRlnediately 
previous book, which determined that no one could sustain happiness without 
friends. Within the iRlnediate parameters of this discussion of contemplation, 
then, Aristotle depicts the "self-sufficient" aspect of contemplation as 
entailing Otherness from polis, family, friends: self. 

The instantaneous portraits of the two most radically individualistic 
moments appear intrinsically contradictory. The great-souled man's character is 
at once the most apolitical and simultaneously--because of his very aloof 
disinterestedness and virtue--the most political. Apparently, the state must 
either banish him or crown him. Likewise, the contemplative individual - -the man 
both consummately happy and thus strongly "self-sufficient"--becomes social and 
political. In both cases, the individual is both Same and Other than his 
community. Selves seem to expand and contract, including and excluding in 
unstab 1 e ways. 

Why does Aristotle provide such a seemingly contradictory account of great 
elements of the city-self? I think I can attempt a partial resolution to this 
problem. At least it seems less intractible than the theoretical problems of 
the personal self and its god/beast rel at ion. For one thing, we can see the 
workings of the state; we can pernaps observe its moral and intellectual leaders 
come to terms with it in public interaction. Even masters and slaves can relate 
politically insofar as they are human. The dialectic of inner human selfhood 
cannot be so observed. That internal government, that internal friendship 
between those so "remote" beings (god and beast), may be inexplicable, 

••• nor should we in a 11 matters demand an explanation of the 
reasons why things are the way th~y are; in some cases it is enough if 
the fact that they are so is satisfactorily established. This is the 
case with first principles; and the fact is the primary thing. It is 
the first principle. CI, vii. 20) 

Although the political contradictions shown above may be resolvable, it 
seems worthwhile to wonder why they are present in the text at all. I think 
Aristotle wanted to assert that there can be real Otherness between people and 
that remoteness cannot always be bridged. A genuine and lasting tension will 
always exist between the great men and society. To present contemplation in its 
purest for m per haps it seemed necessa ry to deny for a mome nt some l ess div ine 
aspects of man's nature. Yet, Aristotle restores elsewhere what he seems to 
deny in book ten. To comprehend these difficulties regarding the self-Cpolity)
Sameness and Otherness of great individuals we must examine them mediated 
through the motion of the Ethic's whole argument. 

Aristotle practically begins his work by announcing that since the science 
of politics is the 

••• master-craft [that] employs the rest of the sciences ••• the 
Good of man must be the end of the science of Politics. [Therefore 
because] to secure the good of one person only is better than nothing; 
but to secure the good of the nation or state is a nobler and more 
di vine achievement ••• [Aristotl e declares] ••• our investigation is in a 
sense the study of Politics.CI ii 8) 
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Through the early sections of the work, Aristotle accords primacy of 
cons ideration and importance to the political, rather than the individual , self. 

Political science aims to make men happy, i.e., active in accordance with 
virtue. This first comes about through training. The early sections of the 
Ethjcs concentrate upon lawgiving, education, habituation , and so on. For, 
"intellectual virtue is for the most part produced and increased by instruction, 
whereas moral or ethical virtue is the product of habit ••• and therefore it is 
clear that none of the moral virtues can be engendered in us by nature •• • "(I! , 
i. 2) And, "it is therefore not of smal 1 importance whether we are trained in 
childhood in one set of habits or another, on the contrary, it is of very great, 
or rather of supreme importance."(II ii 1) Since law can compel obedience the 
politici an mu s t undertake to tr a in a l 1 c iti zen s , (but es pec i ally the young 
require guidance). The theoretical investigations of human happiness contained 
in the Ethics attempt to aid the attentive lawgiver to better habituate his 
charges. 

At some point in the successful ethical development or growth of a person, 
however, motivation must become interior instead of entirely exterior. A man 
must voluntarily choose his own actions and accept personal responsibility for 
t hem before just ice. Prepared by his political and persona l habitu at ion, a man 
grows as virtuous as he can. Much of the middle of the work concerns itself 
with the character of the virtues and their attainment. 

In terms of moral virtues, our former child and now "best man" wil 1 have 
grown into the Great - Souled Man. "Indeed, greatness in each of the virtues 
seems to go with greatness of soul."(IV, iii. 15) In terms of intellectual 
virtue, obviously the most successful man will then develop into the 
contemplative man. As noted, each of these characters appear integral to, and 
isolated from, the state. The great-soul should govern, even though the 
vastness of his virtue renders him remote from his people. The "self- sufficing" 
contemplative fellow must be at once isolated and communal . 

Immediately upon concluding his discussion of the inhuman contemplative 
life, stil 1 in the tenth book, Aristotle launches into a mediated recapitulation 
of his earliest chapters. Again, at the very end of the work, he describes the 
necessary role of the state as that of educator and habitu ator. The difference 
between the last section of the Ethics and the f i rst concerns t he ground covered 
between. While both parts deal with the science of politics, the second 
treatment assumes knowledge of virtue in general and of the contemplative man in 
general. Ultimately, Aristotle claims that the lawgiver must possess and 
utilize knowledge--science--about the "human Good" and other universals in terms 
of first principles. Must not such universals comprise at least part of the 
class of eternal divine matters which the contemplators contemplate? Now, 
during his discussion, Aristotle insists that the act of contemplation must be 
good simply for its own sake; it must itself suffice, so to speak . While this 
seems true if the frame of reference is the "individual" contempl ator "himself," 
the state as self has its own demands to make. For, "the good of the state is 
manifestly a greater and more perfect good, both to attain and preserve •• • to 
secure the good of a nation is a nobler and more divine achievement."(!, ii . 8) 
Being themselves the divinest of men , t he contemplat ives could hardly fail to 
heed the state's demand~. Contemplatives acquire knowledge of the highest goods 
as they travel toward the state of contemplating the highest good. I believe 
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that with this know 1 edge those philosophers must either themse 1 ves govern or 
create a climate, an atmosphere, within which others can use those principles to 
legislateo ''The political philosopher is the master craftsman and lays down the 
end which is the standard by which we pronounce things good or bad in the 
ab so 1 ute sense."( VII, xi. 1) 

The end of the Ethics obviously points one forward towards the Politics; 
Aristotle says so there. Yet, because it picks up the mediated thread of the 
inquiry into political science which the initial chapters began, the end of the 
Ethics also doubles back towards its own beginning. The opening paragraph of 
the work speaks about the "good," the "end" of "every art and investigation," no 
doubt aiming the reader back through itself towards its own end and beginning 
hundreds of pages later. Like Plato's philosopher from the cave, Aristotle 
understands and inscribes the permanent life of his Ethical polis as returning, 
dynamic: One generation habituates the next to become virtuous and happy. The 
best men of that generation acquire their own volitions and. achieve moral 
greatness in quasi-individual terms. But, if there were no return to the cave, 
if those perfect contemplatives remained happily aloof, the state would cease to 
be a natural self; the next generation would have no informed lawgivers to 
habituate it correctly. Therefore, these highest expressions of 
"individualistic" happiness must contain the seed of communal happiness as wel 1. 
The highest success of the habituating community lies in producing "self
sufficient" happy men who must both deny and re-affirm the 11fe of the cormiunity 
and of their individualistic .selves. The actuality of the potentiality of the 
vital state, ~potentiality, (the potentiality say, in the form of unborn 
generations) affects the philosopher and somehow moves him into the political 
1 i fe. 

Ethics starts, ends, and starts with the political; ·yet it always keep s 
ends in mind. Men are born and mediated through the influence of the pre
existent state. They grow to be constituted of a proper internal state of self 
and~ in time, to constitute the external state-self. It is thus mediated 
through their wisdom and activity as it habituates the next cQihort. Through 
time extraordinary men are both Same and Other than their polis-selves. This is 
how the mature polis dynamically maintains itself for the sake of the good life 
of itself and its citizens. The pol is is natural in the fullest sense when. i~ . 
exists in delicate rest while undergoing contradictory cyclic activity. 

III 

The active reader will discover ~nd sim~ltaneously animate a lively 
sel fhood in Aristotle's Nicomachean Ethics. Like _any Aristotelean self, the 
selfhood of that text is composed of inter-relating "internal" and "external" 
friendships or relations. These friendships involve the dialectical mediation 
of Same and Other in a variety of contexts. We will now concern ourselves with 
the more narrowly conceived internal selfhood of the work; questions of form, 
content, and structure arise. Later, we will attempt a discussion of the 
broader sel fhood of the text. There questions of function, context and ground 
w 11 1 emerge. 
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We depict the internal selfhood of the Ethjcs as being analogous to the 
interior sel fhood of person and state as described above. The person 
constitutes himself as a relation between those radical Others, God and beast. 
The state arranges itself around the political dialectics ongoing between its 
great men and its "ordinary mortals." The Nicomachean Ethics' self encompasses 
two seemingly contradictory or competing accounts of the highest Ethical good, 
end , or goal. As was discussed at length in the last section , one discourse 
seems to regard the public and political aspect of man's existence. as the 
primary factor in Ethical considerations. The Other account apparently 
emphasizes the predominant importance of the nearly isolated apolitical 
individual, viz, a great- souled and/or contemplative man . The contradictory 
elements co- exist in the Ethics and, fittingly , they express themselves at polar 
ends of the work: the political aspect arises most forcefully in the First 
Book; the lonely contemplative appears in the final Tenth. Since they directly 
contest the very significance of the work as whole, these internal conflicting 
patterns 1 ie at the heart of the Ethics' relation to itself. These Others 
cannot immediately sustain a peaceful coexistence, and their conflicting . 
presences make the Nicomachean Ethics a "changeable," difficult, and controverted 
work. 

What is at issue here now is the relation between the form and the content 
of the Ethics as a work . The thrust of the second section of this paper was an 
attempt to display and resolve certain questions regarding the content of 
Aristotle's argument about the city-self. There it was shown that one could 
generate arguments about how to read the contents of the Ethics by examining its 
form. For example, because the work seemed to have cyclic structure one 
inferred that perhaps its content- matter, the polis, might also display such a 
structure. Section II then, examined briefly the formal arrangement of the book 
in order t o understand its contents more complete ly. While recogni z ing that the 
meaning of the text is intimately bound up with its form, we wil 1 reapproach the 
examination of the form of the Nicomachean Ethics in order to understand the 
overa 11 nature and activity of the text as se 1 f. 

Ju s t as his internal duality causes man's mutabi 1 ity, the fact t hat the 
Ethics has not a straight forward "simple" nature accounts for its developing, 
dynamic mode of being. To this point, the essay's 1 ast section suggested that 
the Ethics has an internal formal pattern of development which parallels the 
growt h cyc l e of a generat i on of c i t i zens . Th ey are born into a po li t ical 
context, habituated, trained, and become volitionally virtuous. Some few attain 
the highest states of intellectual and moral virtue. These men , we argued, are 
naturally pulled back into the political arena , providing for the next 
generation. The Ethics, as self, undergoes a similar development. It too moves 
generally from the political sphere, through moral virtues , intellectual 
virtues, and contemplation only to return back to an account of the necessity 
of political life. The logic of this development is dominated by the interplay 
of those internal polar Others- -the political and individual . The work moves 
through itself, from one to the Other and back, as endlessly as there are 
generations of the ideal pol is or active readings of the text. 

The book's flowing ethical categories provide the media for its cyclic 
motion. Like "individual" citizens and the state, the virtues grow into 
themselves throughout a reading of the text. Justice, for example, begins as an 
abstract and vague concept, containing all social virtues. Dialectical 1 v, it 
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soon develops a more articulated set of meanings. These include the particular 
cases of the more socially oriented distributive justice and the more personally 
applicable notion of retributive justice. Yet, the course of the book shows 
friendship to underlie, and sometimes replace considerations of justice. 
Friendship grows to transcend or encompass justice altogether in an ideal state, 
where all are equally friends and each wishes only the best for each. CThat is, 
a state composed only of selves and second selves; a state that is 1tsel f one 
large self.) Later, friendship seems to become an essential part of 
contemplation a~d then almost no part, depending on how one reads "self
suffiency." Yet, it pops up as justice again in the habituating state, which 
reappears at the end of the book. 

Pain and pleasure follow a similar path of development. At first Aristotle 
treats them in only a general fashion. Through the general flow of the work, 
they cease to be mere tools for habituating children and other citizens. 
Indeed, they come to bear an intrinsic relation to moral virtues as a kind of 
by-product. Of course, pleasure comes to find its highest expression when 1t 
accompan 1 es contemp 1 ati ve acti v 1t i es. Yet, it swings around to reappear as a 
legislative device. 

Other lines of categorical development follow the same internal pattern in 
the course of the Nicomachean Ethics. Aristotle moves these categories through 
and by means of his most fundamental and ultimate mediational tool: language. 
Language provides the means and defines the space through which the motion and 
being of the text takes p 1 ace. The mobile "to-i ng and fro-1ng" of the Eth1cs1 

overall dialectical form relies heavily upon the presence of the same kinds of 
motion in the form of his language (~) itself. Otherwise, it would be as if 
an automobile displayed an overall locomotion, but had no internal moving parts. 
The language through which the Ethics' categories develop advances indirectly 
and cautiously. Initially, Aristotle formulates his speech in a deliberately 
imprecise and carefully undefined fashi.on. All the Ethical categories will 
slowly grow into a form Other than but ultimately Same as the form in which they 
are initially presented. <This holds true for all change, according to 
Aristotle.) To avoid outright l itera 1 contradiction between earlier and . 1 ater 
sections, Aristotle must couch his pre-scientific im-mediate findings in terms 
stable enough to hold meaning, and yet plastic enough to admit their necessary 
change and evolution without embarrassment. Generally, Aristotle accomplishes 
t hi s by use of s uc h f or mal con s t r uc t ions as: "X i s t hought t o be Y",: or, "A 
seems to us to be B." As his categories grow more mature through the book--as 
they reach their final expressions--Aristotle's language becomes much more 
definitive: "We declare X to be Y," he will say. "We w11 l find al 1 A's to be 
B," he asserts. Or, simply, "A is B." 

Examples of such constructions can be found throughout the Ethics. A 
paradigmatic passage of another kind of Aristotelean dialectical language 
informs his definition of virtue: 

Virtue then is the settled disposition of the mind determining 
the choice of actions and emotions relative to us, this being 
determined by principle, that is, as a prudent man would determine it. 
And it is a mean state between the two vices, one of excess and one of 
defect. Furthermore, it is a mean state in that whereas the vices 
either fall short or exceed what is right in feelings and in actions, 
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virtue ascertains and adopts the mean. While fn respect of its 
substance and the definition that states what it really is in essence 
virtue is the observation of the mean, in point of excellence and 
rightness it is an extreme. CII, vi. 15) 

As one reads the passage closely, one actually senses a dialectical rhythm, 
a carefully controlled back and forth motion. This definition does define, it 
does differentiate virtue from some other things. Yet, the very virtue of this 
definition of virtue as mean is its ability to be itself an inclusive mean. 
Particularly in the early parts of the definitiori, each clause appears to 
respond dialectically to the one before it. The phrase, " ••• determined by 
principle, that 1s, as a prudent man would determine it," provides a splendid 
example of Aristotle's fence-sitting mean between, say, a Platonic and a more 
Protagorean position. 

We have seen the internal moments of the Nicomachean self's dialectic. We 
have observed that the Nicomachean Ethics has an internal motion and that this 
"changeableness", as with the human and political selves, somehow arises from 
the interaction of contradictory interior elements. Yet questions remain 
concerning the possibility, ground and meaning of that "interaction." The 
vitality of the text comes about through its intrinsic dialectics. However, 
when we examine the text passively, or in isolation, the book, the volume, seems 
dead, fragmented, inert. The words and chapters of the Ethics are the inert sum 
of its parts. Since its separate accounts of itself apparently contradict ea.ch 
Other, the Ethics, 1 ike al 1 Aristotelean selves, suffers from an im-mediate 
internal problem: it is alien to its own self. What force can adjudicate and 
mediate between the two Others and show them to be somehow Same? What animating 
"external" force unifies the whole and relates the Ethics to itself? What 
revolves the book through its rotations, actively pitting the contradictory 
elements against each other? 

In order to address this issue of "two-ness" we must momentari 1 y turn our 
attention from formal to functional considerations. The function which the 
Njcomachean Ethics performs is to provide a framework for relating two Others 
separated by vast gulfs of time and space--Aristotle and his reader. As 
sections I and II suggest, the activity of "conversing and communicating 
thoughts" or, the common activity of lo.gos, enab 1 es any two humans to be unified 
as friends or fel low-cit·zens. Here again in III, logos mediates and relates 
Others. What is any text, and the Nicomachean Ethics especially, but a package 
of relating logoi? 

If we view the Ethics as logos mediating between t~o interactive minds--the 
active writer's and equally active reader's--then the question of the text's 
animation becomes less difficult in theory and in practice. In practice, we 
know where the text acquires its movement and self-sameness--we read the words 
Aristotle wrote and think about them. The contradictions we find and define are 
mediated through motion in the mind. We resolve them through our interpretive 
hypotheses. More theoretically, Aristotle informed the Ethics with potential, 
and the active reader supplies the actuality of that potentiality. The text 
revolves, develops, 1 ives and exists in the atmosphere of the dialectical 
relation between writer and reader. They animate the conversational text with 
their own souls, with their reason. 
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The Ethical text then takes on an interesting status. As a logos which 
relates distant Other selves, the more fully it relates those Others, the more 
fully it can relate to itself. For it is the interaction of minds within the 
nexus of the Nicomachean Ethics that provides the animation of the text itself. 
Just as a happy man requires "external" selves--writer and readers--in order to 
be fully itself. Thus, in terms of the dual concept "sel f-suffic1ency," there can 
be known two kinds 1f sel f--an impoverished and narrow conception and a more 
fluid and broad understanding. For the Ethical text as for the human being, the 
broader conception, involving second and perhaps third selves comprehends and 
vitalizes the narrower, more internal self. The function of the text, then, is 
to mediate between Aristotle and his reader. Section I showed that an 
"individual" can relate to others, can be a friend, only because he is not a 
s i mp 1 e u n i ta r y be i n g. He can re 1 ate because he i s h i ms e l f a 1 ways a l ready a 
relation. Similiarly, a now of time can mediate between the past and the future 
because it is itself a relation, not an atomistic thing. Every smallest now is 
not simple, says Aristotle in the Physics, but is a relationship between the 
very end of the preceding past and the very beginning of the future to come. 
Generally, 1f a mediation is to sustain relations between entities--each of 
which is a relation in itself--it must 1n itself be dual. The one mediating 
entity "two" must contain within itself two distinct ones. 

Thus, because the Nicomachean Ethics functions by relating its writer and 
readers, it follows that it should have the dualistic structure outlined above. 
Were it formally unitary and monolithic it would not have earthly selfhood, nor 
would it be able to rel ate Others. The Ethics' formal dialectics thus play a 
crucial role in the life of that text. Not only do they allow form to parallel 
content, but they allow for the very possibility of the text's overall function. 
Aristotle arranged the Njcomachean Ethics dialectically and informed it with 
dialectically flowing language and categories because it is itself a dialectic 
dialogue between him and his readers. Aristotle had incorporated into his form 
the holistic tensions intrinsic to his content and function. 

It seems fair to claim that the Nicomachean Ethics enjoys some functional 
success as a mediational tool, for it seems to manage to mediate between two 
immediately "remote" Others: Aristotle and this community of readers. We 
recall that for two Others to have relations they must be the Same in some more 
fundamental sense. They must have always "stood on more or less the same 
ground."CIX, vi. 2) But upon what."same ground" can today's reader stand 1th 
the great and ancient and foreign Aristotle, so that something like the Ethics 
can relate them? 

The discussion of this issue requires a re-evaluation of the text itself. 
For the work does not merely mediate but also results from other mediations and 
relations. Most narrowly, the Nicomachean Ethics relates closely with other 
Ari stot 1 ean texts. Most c 1ose1 y akin, of course, is the Po 11 tics. As 
mentioned, the last paragraph of the Ethics directs the reader's attention 
forward to that "external" work as much as it points back toward its own more 
"internal" self. One might not hesitate to call the Politics the second-self of 
the Ethics. Other Aristotlean texts are similarly internally related, to 
varying degrees. 

In the Ethjcs, Aristotle plainly displays the fact that he regards himself 
as undertaking a dialectic with his "friends" Plato and the Platonists. The 
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concepts and concerns of his "closest personal"(!, vi. 1) friends condition, 
both positively and negatively, ttie whole Ethical undertaking. To a lesser 
degree, perhaps, the Ethics results from Aristotle's attempts to mediate or 
converse with various pre-socratic figures and Sophists. 

In a fascinating fashion, the Ethjcs also mediates between Aristotle and 
his community. He clearly believes that the answer to the question "What do we 
mean by X?" and even "What is X?" lies i.n everyday speech. Aristotle never 
strays far from common usage and seems to regard himself as much a clarifier as 
an originator of ideas. (for example, consider the .dichast/dikast argument 
cited above.) Aristotle composes his own words (e.g. "~l~") to express 
"new" concepts. Yet even they are grounded, etymologically and conceptually, in 
the prior language of his corrununity. 

Finally, the Ethics and Aristotle arise from a ground more difficult to 
speak of. He was a human being, "by nature." A natural 1 y social and 
loquacious animal. It is on this ground that Aristotle and his reader are most 
fundamental 1 y Same. In fact, it is likely, that her understandings of herself 
stem partially from her and her society's reading of Aristotle 's ideas. As 
mentioned immediately above, those concepts are grounded in Greek culture and 
language which have to infuse her culture and speech. Insofar as one is 
familiar with other Aristotelean works, Platonic works, the Pre-socratics and 
Sophists, one becomes more and more same with the Aristotle of the Njcomachean 
Ethics. 

The fact that Aristotle and his reader can thus "stand on more or less the 
same ground" enables the Ethics to perform its function of mediating between the 
"two." From the marvelously effective form and content with which Aristotle 
endowed the work arises the potentiality of its being a dialectically mediating 
text. Active readers and interpretors cause the rich actuality of that 
potentiality. Through the mediate interaction of the above self-ish elements, 
the Ethics text relates itself ("internal" and "external") to itself (narrowly 
and broadly defined). This relating becomes the soul of the vitally "self
sufficient" self of the Nicomachean Ethics. 

Footnotes: 

1. In the Ethics, Aristotle says: "Friendship is essentially a partnership 
[kojnonjaJ. A man stands in the same relationship to a friend as to himself." 
(IX, vii. i) In the Politics, Aristotle consistently employs kojnonja for city
state. This provides importantly linguistic evidence that the three terms are 
analogically the same. 

2. Curiously enough, this passage about halving and judging falls almost 
precisely halfway through the Njcomachean Ethjcs. It lies at V, iv . 9; the work 
ends at X, ix. 23. 
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